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It's Senator Clements
and Gov. Wetherby
The Farm and Home Paper of the

ttb".
Until/entity of KY.

Volume Nineteen

rritory

Fulton, Fulton County

Kentucky, Friday 1
"'" KY.
Number FortyilFive
*
Vice-President Alben Barkley v
•
and his his lovely lady came to
Fulton on Monday and put a note
of enthusiasm into what would
have been a rather dull occasion
... the election on Tuesday. Mrs.
Barkley's visit was a surprise one,
(VIP: Very Important Person)
and yet one that has been antiThe good vote in Fulton Councipated by Fulton Countians for
a long time.
ty on Election Day among other
things can be laid to the delicious
Arriving in Fulton a few minutes after schedule he and
Mrs.
spaghetti supper held by
the
Barkley were greeted by repres.._
Young
Democrats
Club last
entatives of the various
civic'
Thursday in Hickman, when
a
organizations in
Fulton. Surlarge group of State dignitaries
rounded by Secret Service men
New Go‘ernor
joined the county leaders in talkand dozens of his faithful admirNew Senaior
La vrenee Wetherby
ers, the famous couple was esEarle Clements
ing about election plans.
The
Clements,
Earle C.
corted to their
Governor of
places on the
Young Democrats Club is here to
Kentucky since January, 1948 is the counties during the afternoon. YMBC bandstand by Bob White,
stay and membership is growing
who -acted as
master of cerenow United States Senator from
Dawson had won one county—
all the time. Jennings
Kearby,
Kentucky and Lawrence Wether- traditionally Republican Crittenpresident of the organization preSo
eventful
was the visit here
by is the new Governor, stepping den—by a vote of J,538 to 1,106.
sided and introduced the distingof•Vice-President and Mrs. AlCaldwell, ben
up from the lieutenant-governor's He was winning in
Barkley
uished guests.
that Gordon
however,
appeared
and
likely
to
chair. Since the new Senator says
Browning, Governor of Tenn.
Among those introduced were:
stay in front. He had 1,174 Caldthat he will
to Washington at well ballots to an even 1.100 for sant a personal representative
Congressman Noble J. Gregory,
to
the
occasion.
"Fats"
Everonce to fill the unexpired term Clements and some of the preof Mayfield; Jiggs
Buckham,
ett, t veIl known
Tennessean
state
President of the
Young
for which he was also
are
GOP was here Monday
elected, cincts untabulated
for
the
proDemocrats Club; Tommy Carroll,
Mr. Wetheiby will take over at!strongholds.
gram and was a guest of Justin
state Secretary of the
Young
once. In Fulton County the vote, The vote was lighter than it Atteberv, Circuit Court
Clerk.
Democrats; Judge Homer Roboff-year After
was light as anticipated, but was1 was in I946—the last
the
program
here
Mx.
erts, County Democratic
Camelection, when
John Sherman
Everett and Mr. Attebery atpaign chairman; Charles C. WagCooper. Republican, defeated
tended the activities in Padu(Ed's Note: Clements' elec- John Young Brown for the
goner, State Senator of Mayfield;
Sen- cah that
night honoring the
tion tO the Senate and Wether- ate.
Armando Angelucci, Assistant
Vice-President.
by's elevation to the (,overnor's
Attorney General; Dewey JohnMore than 48,000
votes were
chair, although no surprise will cast in the race
son,
chairman of the Hickman
that year, but
start tongues wagging about the Congressman
county campaign; and
Kerney
Noble J. Gregory monies in introducing the distingthe Governor's race next year. had an opponent.
Cole, assistant to Emerson Beauuished guests seated on the bandPolitical dopesters say that
champ,
Rural
Highways
ComEVERYBODY'S HAPPY AT BARK LEY VISIT
This year Gregory
seated
was un- stand. On being
Mrs.
Wetherby is the next full time opposed for reelection. Also
missioner.
with- Barkley was presented with
a
Obviously delighted at his task_at presenting flowers
Governor . . . which makes us out an opponent was Judge
to
lovely
Those
the
attending
Miss
included:
Alice Howland, mezzoMr.
soprano who appeared in concert here. Vice-President
Brady bouquet of yellow chrysanthemAlben Barkley is shown here amusing the
ponder, what is Barry Lee M. Stewart, Paducah, Democratic ums by Mrs. Paul
and Mrs. E. E. Powers, Jennings
audience with his clever introduction. Among those sharing
Westpheling,
in
the
happy
occasion
are
Waterfield going to do.)
Vyron
Kearby,
W.
MitchB.
Arnberg,
James
ell,
H.
Howard Shaw and Garland Merryman. The lovely
nominee for Judge of the Court Fulton Democratic Chairman who
Barkley was sitting on the band-stand
Amberg Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Gasholding the flowers presented her earlier by the Fulton Mrs.
also introduced
• of Appeals.
Vice-President
County
Pemocratic
Chair
roman.
The man
standing and others could not be identified.
sum, Jr. Mr. and
Mrs.
Jack
The vote in
First
District Barkley.
better than most folks expected
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
In introducing Mr. Barkley the ,
before the Vice-President came counties is as follows:
Stahr, Sr. Mr. and Mrs.
Wood
TRIGG COMPLETE
chairwoman said that the presW
to town and gave local voters a
•
Tipton, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. MabSenator—Long term: Clements, ence of Mrs. Barkley necessitatshot in the arm.
ry, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Carter,
(Continued on Page Five)
ed some changes in the opening
Earle Clements carried eight of
Noble J. Ggregory, Homer Robintroductory
remarks, but said
the nine Congressional districts.
erts, H. M. Pewitt, Miriam Stahr,
that if the Puerto Rican who at- S
•
In Fulton County he
received
Peggy Tipton, Mrs. Hewitt Stewtempted to assassinate President
1410 votes against 436 for Dawson
The American
Legion
and art, J. C. Lawson, Mr. and Mrs.
Truman had been more successand one for Olson.
Auxiliary of Marshall Alexander Estone Browder, Mr. and Mrs.
ful Mr. Barkley would not have
Clements piled up his heaviest
been in
attendance on
Post No. 72 will celebrate Arm- Forrest McMurry, Mr. and Mrs.
A pleasant surprise awaits Ful- every line of business here
Lake
margins in McCracken (5,851 to
is
J. T. Davie, Richard Byrd, J. E..
2,922), Graves (5,921 to 1,456). , The Secretary of
istice Day Saturday night with a Attebery, Mrs_ Lucy Roper,
Agriculture Street Monday. She said further ton shoppers from now through represented.
Mr.
December 23rd.
Calloway (6,160 to 734), Ballard announced October 4 that there
joint
supper at tile cabin at 7:30 and Mrs. J. B. Kearby, Mr. and
The promotion, which will run
(Continued on Page Five)
(1.971 to 353), Marshall (1,905 to i will be no acreage allotments on
Sime sixty retail merchants of seven weeks, starts this Saturday p. m. announced
Mrs.
Allen Mrs. Elmer Murchison, Mr. and
653) and Trigg (1.861 to 784).
'the 1951 cotten crop.
Fulton have banded together . to and concludes on the
Saturday Austin, president of local Auxi- Mrs. Pies Fields, Mrs. J. D. MurApproximately
This announcement, however. Pressin' W. P. Campbell fortn the Fulton Ret4'. . Mer- before Christmas.
46,000 votes
chison, Mr. and Mrs. Jess Fields.
It is the kind of
were cast in the district.
The does not relax any provisions of
chants Association and fe•organ- Campaign calculated to be of spe- liary.
Mrs. Howard Green, Mrs. R. W.
Adds New Machinery ize
A nice program has been
weather was fair
ar- TiptOn,
during
the the 1951 cotton program,
the biggest promotion here in cial interest to those who do their
acMrs.
G Samuels, Mrs.
ranged by the committee for full
morning but rain fell in most of cording to
Chas. E.
To Parisian
twenty years.
Wright.
shopping in Fulton, with associa- enjoyment.
Kathryn Kelly, Miss Frances AmChairman Fulton
County PMA
Included
tion
berg,
members,
in
Miss
the
large
Adrienne
group
during
Clark, Tomare
this period.
We've often realized why PresLegionaires may invite their
Committee, who points out that
clothing stores, druggists, hardmy Carroll, Armond Angelucci,
Interested? Want to learn more wives and Auxiliary
named ware
the 1950 allotments and market- le' Campbell's mother
members
and
Jiggs
furniture
Buckman,
stores,
Thomas
service
K. Cole,
about it? Come shopping in Ful- their husbands.
New members
ing quotas will be carried out as him Presley. Now we'll pass it on stations,
florists, grocery stores, ton this
weekend and get the and those eligible for member- Dewey Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. IL
'to you!
required by law and regulations.L
restaurants
J.
Stahr,
and,
Mr.
in
and
fact,
Mrs.
almost
L.
T. Hod-.
good news.
ship are also invited.
Presley was destined to be the
Marketing quotas are not reOn Sunday morning all veter- ges, Mrs. Linda Patterson, Jean
quired for the 1951 cotton crop slickest laundryman of all time.
ans are requested to meet in front Atkins, Mary Zou Allen, Winnie
pressIngest man yoUi A •
because the
estimated 1950-51 He's the
of the Cumberland Presbyterian Bowlin, Charles C. Waggoner.
supply is only 16,405,000 running ever saw, and we believe that
W. S. Atkins, Mrs. Elizabeth
Church to attend services there
he'd rather buy a piece of new
bales.
in a body at 10:40 a. m. A special Davis, Harry A. Barry, Jimmie
Alice Howland has taken Ful- was started to make her an
As of October 9 the 100i indi- machinery for his ever•growiag
henprogram is being'illattned fOr the Kemp, Mrs. lireeleard
ANNIlk
cated cotton
production
was Parisian "Laundry than anything MA's Community Concert Associ- orary citizen and arrange for her
Charles R..
occasion, by the local church. It James H. Warren,
ation
we
know
out
of
of.
its
swaddling
clothvoting
Recently, Johnny Hyland, son 9,869,000 bales. Present
privilege.
On being told
indicaLooney, Happy Hogan, Mrs. W.
This past week his
veterans
cleaning es and made it a long time and that the Vice-President was to be is hoped that all
of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hyland of tions are that our cotton producof B. Sowell, Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne
institution. The ap- here on Monday and asked if she World War I and H will avail
this city had a breath-taking ex- lion in 1951 should be increased emporium boasts of another dry- permanent
Yates, King Davis, Alice SowelL
presser, a new pants pearance of the
mezzo-soprano would consent to sit on the band- thomselves of this opportunity to
perience. Johnny is a student at to at least 16 million bales, Mr. cleaning
presser which does everything to here Monday bundled up all the stand with him, she readily con- attend church with their buddys.
St. Bernard's
College in Cull- Wright said.
Armstice Day is
the pants except fit them on the skeptics in a tiny knot, and like sented and as
Saturday, Kiss Whitesell Pledges
man. Ala. and as he was leaving
final
arrangeNovember 11.
man, arid a new hat-blocking ma- Houndini brought forth the most ments were
the classroom one day he was ac- Homemakers
made
for
the
proDel Vers Social Club
Will
Have
chine. The pants presser has all enthusiastic group of Community gram it was Miss Howland who
costed by two Marine officers
sorts of gadgets to either shrink Concerters you ever saw; for like said: "Would you like for me
Miss Sara Bell
Whitesell,
who wished to talk to him about Party at Crutchfield
to Douglas McAlister Has
or enlarge the waist, lengthen or magic Miss Hwland took
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
the sine the Star Spangled Banner
his volunteering for the Marines.
A "play party" and evening of shorten the legs, and
Slight
Case
of Polio
Whitesell of West State Drive,
neatly press hearts of local citizens and kept while Mr. Barkley comes on the
Well, Johnny was startled
and recreation will be
given next the seat of the pants. Matter of them wrapped in happiness
has been pledged by the Del Vera
all stage." Indeed, that was the mastcould see his carefree school days
Little Douglas McAlister, fiveFriday, November 17th by
the
fact
during her too short visit here.
its just the last word.
Club at Ward-Belmont College,
flitting away long before they
er stroke. Having had some lit- year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Crutchfield Homemakers at the
The latest word in
cleaning
It all started when Miss How- tle experience
were supposed to. It turned out
with the razor- Randall McAlister of near Fulton, Nashville, Tennessee, according
school.
technique
to a recent announcement. Del
is at
the
Parisian, land was met at the train by of- sharp temperament of artists and was taken from the
that some of Johnny's classmates
Riverside
The party will start about 7:30 Presley, pressing and all.
social
ficials of the Community Concert their reluctance to sing
thought it a good joke to send in p. m.
extra- Hospital in Paducah Wednesday Vera is one of the ten
and will
include
games,'
clubs
on the Ward-Belmont camAssociation
an application for Johnny to enand
within five curricula, we knew
that
here to the Kosair Crippled Children's
bingo and refreshments. Admis-1 Dr. and Mrs. William H. Sewpus.
minutes there was not a stranger was the rarest combination of all Hospital in Louisville in a Whitter the Marines and of course the
sion is free and all are welcome.lell and children will
Miss Whitesell attended Fulton
move Friday in the crowd to her. By the time . . . . beauty, brains, artistry, n el Ambulance.
Marines followed through. JohnThe party will be directed by Ito their new home in the CounHigh School where she took part
ny convinced them that it was a
she was taken to her cottage at personality . . . and what's more
His
case
diagnosed
was
as
a in several
Mrs. Sowell.
I try Club Court.
school plays, and was
the Fulton Motor Courts a move
joke and the officers
(Continued on Page Five)
slight case of polio.
believed
a member of the F. H. A. and
him when they found out that he
Mixed Chorus. She is enrolled as
is not old enough yet for soldiera Physical Education major in the
material.
college freshman class at WardBelmont. She is very active in the
Johnny is a good student at St.
Spanish, Biology and
Speech
Bernard's, so much so that they
The following article written our way.
top side of a sea of alto-cumulus fields. Suspense mounted as we had come to Europe two years Clubs, Y. W. C. A. and Hyphen
call him "Hermit" since he de- by Tom Irby, son of Mr. and
• • •
clouds,
occassional
with
only
and
an
Milestone
approached
Paris.
Staff.
We
before
waithad
Formal
and
had
liked Paris so
club
votes so much time to studying.
Mrs. Floyd Irby of Shawnee From the outset,
-we planned glimpse of the Atlantic ocean.
ed so long and had come so far, well, he just stayed. When you initiations will be held this week.
Okla. i vill be of wide interest carefully
all the short cuts posAt
end
the
this
time,
of
we
it
seemed
unreal
that
actually
we
in
strange
are
a
land
and
don't
The News gives three cheers to many Fulton Countians who sible in keeping
expenses down, couldn't suppress a shout of joy were nearly there. There was a soeak the
language, you feel Make Reservations Now
to Ruth Scott of Scott's Floral are friends of the Irbys. The
and we began our journey by and relief when we saw a much- slight early morning fog
pretty
helpless
on
the
inadequate,
and
Shop. On
Monday
when the: family lived here and Tom was catching a ride through to New
welcomed sight—the flash of a ground, and we couldn't see the and is it good to see a familiar For Thanksgiving Party
crowd was waiting for the arrival born here. Tom is the nephew
York with an
Oklahoma City beacon—even though there were city very well as we approached, face — especially
if that face
of the
Vice-President, Henry of Mrs. Guy Irby of Fulton.
Mrs. Randall
Burcham
and
man who had advertised
for plenty of life preservers and rafts but rising out of the mist was the speaks French!
Ward, Commissioner of ConserMrs. Fred Homra are urging loriders. We also had
obtained on the plane to go around (they Eiffel tower, and I knew we had
After
wistful
a
look
vation casually said that
at
Shortly
Le cal citizens to make reservations
after the
Mrs.
beginning of plat* reservations at a greatly said).
arrived.
Grand hotel, we headed for the now in order
Barkley was
coming with the the 1949 school year, Bill Wise reduced rate
to be assured of a
• • •
for students,
the
After we landed and had
a Left Bank
Veepand
found modest table at the annual Woman's Club
. Ruth had already fixed a and I were discussing his many
round trip fare being less than
We landed on the "old sod" brief skirm:sh with the customs lodgings in the student quarter,
beautiful bouquet for Alice How- adventures in Europe during the
Thanksgiving Party, November
one-way normally. We were to at Shannon, Ireland, and had officials, we were driven
in buses near the Luxembourg
land, the
Gardens 16. To make reservations early
mezzo-Sol:Wars° and it last war, and one of us remarked have
had several days in
the another wonderful meal, served into Paris proper. I was immedi- and the
was on the band-stand. But Ruth what fun it would be to see postSorbonne university. would a:Utist the ladies tremend"Big Town" before our plane left in excellent taste and accompan- ately struck by its appearance
of Once settled, we armed ourselves ously in making seating
further realized that it would be war Europe together. From such
arrangein which to see the sights, but ied by a copious amount of pleas- great age. All the buildings look- with
embarassing to present one love- a spontaneous and
a map, and started out im- ments to
accomodate the large
unexpected due to some technical difficulties ant Irish brogue!
A couple of ed so dirty and black— at time- mediately to see Paris. It being
ly lady with a bouquet and not beginning, we found ourselves
crowds who attend The
annual
and a great deal of poor organiza- hours later, we boarded the plane Vorn, I suppose, as they have
for netaby, I stopped first at Notre function.
have one for the other So, in a rapidly becoming serious
over tion, the explanation of
which for the last leg of our journey. We hundreds of years. However, af- Dame cathedral.
flash almost she went.OVer tO the this casual remark, and within
Then
strolled
I
Handsome
prizes for all the
requires too much space
and flew over a corner of England ter a short time, this first im- up Rue de Rivolii
shop and came back with another 15 minutes, resolved to do more
past the Louvre games will be given. A real live
patience on my part, we were during the night and shortly after pression was altered somewhat.
beautiful bouquet of Moms, with than merely talk about the trip.
and the Tuileries Gardens
to
gobbler
(turkey to you) will be
shuttled up to Montreal, Canada dawn, we were flying over the The architecture seemed
to be Place de la Concorde again.
Mrs. Barkley, nor Miss Howland Actually the idea was preposterI given away as a door prise. A
from where we were to leave.
Cherbroue peninsula.
more time-honored perhaps and
Here begins (or ends) Avenue I party plate will be served and
ever realizing that the two bou- ous from a practical, i. e. financiFinally at 2:10 a. m. on June
As we flew over the country- in a way even venerable.
quets were not in the
des Champs-Elysees. Along this reservations may be had by caBoriginal al, standpoint, both of us, being 19, we took
off from Dorval air- side, T was
• • •
impressed by the
famous street are located
plan.
the ing
of limited, if not humble circum- port in a large
DC-4. We landed close proximity of the many litWe had
breakfast opposite fashionable shops of Paris, and
stances.
But we
rationalized five hours later at Gander
air
towns,
and how neat and well- Place de l'Op.!ra,
then walked if it weren't for the French signs
Both floral tokens were given away our misgivings with
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Breeden
the base, Newfoundland for refueling kept all the field and stands
of to Place de la Concorde, where everywhere. I would have easily and family, who have been
to the ladies with Ruth's compli- cliche, "you're only young once,"
living
—both the
plane
and
us
pasca seemed to be—no ragged the American embassy is located believed I was on Fifth Avenue I on Norman
ments, which means for free, and and began making preparations.
Street, will move
sengers. We took off again, spent ,dges, just
distinct,
straight Here we sought out an old school
!Saturday
to
the
Seven
Sewell
months later, we were on the next ten hours io-•
hones ost
(Continued on page four)
oundary lines between adjacent friend, Leo Mills, of Altus, who
(Continued on Page Ten)
I Third Street.

ice-Pres., Mrs. Barkley Make YOUNG DEMOS
Election Eve Visit Happy,Event HOSTS TO YIP'S

FOR 1951 COTTON

it.
urprise a mg for LEGION OBSERVES
ARMISTICE DAY
oppers in Fulton

4
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Howland Charms All Fulton

Europe, 1950, Contrasts Beauty, Grimness, Tom Irby Says

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.

casion, and what with every class delving into
the past and future to depict some phases of
learning, the event was heart-warming and
encouraging.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeaffers

A member of the Kentucky Press Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.

Following the school parade Lake Street
crowds started massing for the visit here of
West Kentucky's Favorite Son, Alben Barkley. How nice it was of him to bring along tilt'
gracious, charming and beautiful Mrs. Bark-

Subscription Rates.$2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.

ley. Adding just what the band-stand needed
was the appearance there of Alice Howland,
who appeared in concert Monday as the first
of the Community concert artists this season.
It is not often that so many wonderful things
it in so nicely to make a gala occasion a very
festive one. For instance Miss Howland was
thrilled to take part on the program, and it
was her suggestion that she sing the StarSpangled
Banner to
honor Mr. and Mrs

Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1950

Spade is

Spade

Barkley. One thing we regretted about the affair, however, was that, the local band was
unprepared to play "Some Enchanted Evening" as Mrs. Barkley came upon the bandstand. For truly, it was an enchanted afternoon for all of us and we hope that the day
will come again when that many wonderful

Last week, C. H. Warren, executive secretary of the Fulton Chamber of Commerce
caHed a spade a spade with reference to local
cooperation ,with his organization in getting
industry here. Mr. Warren has been secretary
of the Chamber of Commerce for nearly a
year and we believe that he is in a position to
know the facts of the situation as related in
a prepared statement to both local
newspapers.

people can come together and make another
wonderful day for the homefolks.
To the presidents of the Lion's Club, The
Rotary Club, the Young Men's Business Club,

We were rather startled to know that only 33 per cent of local business firms belong
to the Chamber of Commerce. That figure is
rather revealing in two ways and
deserves
close consideration to know which of the two
following reasons is correct.
1. Do so few merchants belong to the Chamber of Commerce because of its failure to get

the Chamber of Commerce, to the commander
of the American Legion, to Mayor Atkins, to
Foad Homra who handled the public address
system, to Bob White who acted as host to
Miss Howland and introduced the guests, to
'the Fulton Band, to Scott's Florist Shop who
sent the flowers to Miss Howland and
Mrs.
Barkley with her compliments, and to all who
contributed to the success of the program the
News gives sincere thanks.

out and get large industrial payrolls, or
2. Is the local Chamber of Commerce
powerless to get industry because so few firms
belong, indicating general disinterest among
the majority of local business and professional
men.

As Miss Howland said, "I'll never forget
Fulton, Ky., and shall cherish it with my most
pleasant memories." We're sure she will and
we hope that she will come back to see us
again.

To us it seems like the old fable of "which
came first the chicken or the egg." One thing
Mr. Warren revealed, and we believe that he
was right in saying, and that is that the loud-'
est squawks about the Chamber's inactivity
comes from the 67 per cent of the firms who
do not belong. We can certa'nly understand
Mr. Warren's chagrin when he has to listen
to unjustified complaints from people who do
not pay or contribute any support to the general activity of the organization.
That's the way it goes. We feel the same
thing some times when we advocate a proposal which we think in our sincere estimation is
good for Fulton, yet we have to contend with
the criticism of folks who do not agree with
us, but yet who have no concrete plan to offer
as an alternate plan to ours. We imagine that
Mr. Warren feels as we do sometmes
. . if
a person does not agree with some forward
looking plan, then put up or shut up.
Mr. Warren said a strong Chamber of
Commerce is a MUST for progress, and he
said a mouthful. Generally, when the Chamber of Commerce in a city is the focal point
of all activity you will see a very alive and
Thriving community. We cite the instance
of
Union City. All activity of a civic nature
is
handled by that organization and as a result
we think that our neighboring city is getting
right along in its bid for large payrolls, more
buying power and community development.
With a larger membership the Chamber
of
Commerce would naturally have more
funds
with which to investigate industrial proposal
s.
With more members the executive secretar
y
would have more manpower to call upon
to
appoint to committees. With more
membership the Chamber of Commerce would have
a
wider range of
opinions on the why's and
how's to go out and
sell the
tremendous
potentialities of our city. With a larger
membership the organization would have
at its
disposal funds with which to circulate pamphlets, industrial data and other pertinen
t information necessary for prospective industria
lists to have at their ready disposal.
Membership in the Chamber of Commerce
is not a necessary evil. It is just as importan
t
to your business to belong as it is for
you to
have a key to your front door.
As a matter of fact membership in
the
Chamber of Commerce is a key to your
front
door, to open it wide for new and better
ideas
to keep it open for bigger and better
salesmanship.

Fulton Scores Again
Monday, in Fulton, was a gala occasion
.
The sun came out and behaved like a
Spring
day . . . just what the doctor ordered
for the
full program of that day. At one o'clock
the
local school children turned out en masse
to
participate in a very unique parade commem
orating the 30th annual observance of American Education Week. Fulton's ever
beautiful
High School band was all dressed for
the oc-

White House

Meeting

What Kentucky
communities are doing
for their young people will be the topic of a
state-wide meeting of delegates in Louisville
on November 15 in connection with the Midcentury White House Conference on Children
and Youth.
Kentucky delegates, invited by the President of.-fhe United States, will take part in
the Louisville meeting. They will represent
Kentucky at the Washington Conference
in
December. The delegates are known as civicminded citizens interested in the welfare of
children and are
representatives of various
service clubs,
agencies.

organizations and children's

At the delegates' meeting a social, economic and industrial background of Kentucky
will be given and speakers will illustrate how
these conditions affect child life today.
.

Appointed in January of this year by Gov.
Earle C. Clements for the purpose of planning
Kentucky's program for children and youth,
the Kentucky Committee has selected the important unmet needs in the fields of health,
welfare, education, religion and recreation for
Kentucky's follow-up program after the forthcoming White House Conference.
The goals set up by the Kentucky Committee are four-fold. They are, that all counties have local groups to study children's problems; that all counties evaluate their own
service, both good and po(6r, to children in the
fields of health, recreation, welfare, religion
and education; that all counties put into effect
a program of action to give the children in
each county the service which are lacking, and
that Kentucky form a permanent Youth Committee to carry on the work for children and
youth started by the Kentucky Committee.
To date, 20 Kentucky counties have formed local groups and are carrying on projects
ranging from taking surveys to actually carrying forward
improvement programs in the
services outlined. Lieut. Gov. Lawrence Wetherby is official chairman of the
Kentucky
Committee, and Dr. Cathryn Handelman, of
the Division of Maternal and Child Health, is
acting chairman.
The White House flonference idea originated in 1909 and every ten years the President
of the United States has called together
lay
and professional people who are interested
in
or who are conducting outstanding work
with
children. At these conferences a good nationwide picture of child development is obtained
and recommendations for action are
made.
Results of previous conferences include child
labor laws, aid to education, the formation
of
the Children's Bureau and the establis
hment
of child health and welfare standards.

ed. Kentucky's annual elections—
most political subdivisions figure
they get by quite nicely on an
election every two years. That
extra one costs fantastic stuns of
money—that
would be a real
savings not only in money, but
in time and effort, too, in eliminating odd-year-elections.

one party at any election."

The key words there are "for
the candidate of whichever party
he may choose."
In other words, if a good man
is
running in the
Democratic
party, and the qualified citizen is
registered either Republican or
Independent, he may vote in the
There is another thing. There Democratic primary, but only in
is no reason why primary elec- that primary in that
particular
tions should not be free and open. election.
They are in other states—notably
Now this is a system
which
Wisconsin and New Jersey. Not would tend to open up
Kentucky
open ballotting that is—but open politics to many excellen
t men
elections for anyone who is regis- who will not now seek public
oftered to vote.
thee because they fear the grinding political machines which can
To quote from the Encyclopedia
swing elections.
Americana: "Under the WisconLet's give Kentucky a free prisin law of 1903 the ballot is abmary instead of the closed prisolutely secret and the voter may
mary as we
now
have :t. We
vote for the candidate of whichwolUld see our politics, notoriou
s
ever party he may choose, !nit
everywhere for its
rottenness,
he may not vote with more
than almost immediately
cleaned 11T
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Sermonette Of The Week
"%ode 4o4ei9ikathosadi
ed"
"We always get seats behind a
post!"

"Nuisances,
that's what they
are, butting into the lives of poor
savages!
Why don't they keep
hands off? The natives can get along well enough without having
to fuss with the Ten Commandments."

tunes ago. It is for us to
hand
the torch along, to kindle
those
ideals in the hearts of others.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS
To remove
starch
that has
browned on the iron and is markFrom The Files:
Sure! You often
hear people ing other garments, place a bit of
talking that way. In fact, a glance salt on clean brown
paper and
at the surface of things
might run iron over it several times.
tempt anyone to feel that way.
But as soon as you take a close
look, the arguments in favor of
RUPTURE
missionaries pile up with over- • Sensational New Invention
Sutherla
nd's "MD" Truss
whelming force.
November 6, 1925:
November 14, 1930:
Wednesday
Christianity is the mother„of No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
was the first big
Miss
Elizabeth
Williamson,
CITY DRUG COMPANY
trade day of the autumn season Freshman, daughter
of T. E. the purest humanitarianism—the
inaugurated by local merchants. Williamson appeared on the pro- impulse to love people, not be- 408 Lake St.
Phones 70, 429
The sight of three inches of snow gram of the
Allenian
Society cause they can be of service to
oneself or to the State, but simand the icicles hanging from the Tuesday.
eaves of houses was an incentive
ply for their own good and because they have a
for the thinly clad to provide a
dignity all
L.
Bolin,
E.
national
ly
known
their
change to meet weather condiown. It was
Christianity
florist,
has
opened
a
flower
shop
which
tions for their own comfort.
first thought of hospitals
Mrs. and clinics, of orphanss' homes
On next Wednesday we expect at 309 Walnut Street with
Bolin
Kirby
in
charge.
and
asylums for the unfortunate.
to see the crowds coming from
Why should we have those things
far and near to take advantage of
While
Democra
ts
through
out
in
any
but a Christian setup?
the special inducements offered
the United States were
piling
And that kindness which seems
for Trade Day.
large majorities, here in Fulton. rooted in our nature,
where does
the
Gibraltar of
Democracy, St come from, if not from centurJ. P. Jeffress of Route one pre- Democrats were voting for R. B. ies of Christian backgro
und? The
Beadles, member of the Board of instinct to help a mother
sented the editor with a gallon
with her
bucket of sorghum Saturday. Mr. Education. This distinction and Sick baby, to sympath
ize
with
Guaranteed Radio
Jeffress enjoys the reputation of signal honor for Mr. Beadles, for- a grief-stricken neighbor
making the finest sorghum in this mer postmaster and
vice-presiIf these things are good in us,
Repair Service
dent of the First National Bank, and for us, they
section of the country.
must be good for
was no surprise to his wide cir- everyone.
cle of friends and
With the most modern equipadmirers in
We haven't space to
mention
The big sale now on at
L. this vicinity where he is held
ment. the most efficient servin the most
important side
of
Kasnow's store, 448 Lake Street, highest esteem
by all who know Christian influence, the
real icemen, and a large stock of
is a record breaker for value giv- him. There is
no distinction made civilizing factor; Christian
belief authorized parts. sCe can and
ing and bargains.
between the two political parties in God, in the everlast
DO give you BETTER radio
ing destiny
in
municipal elections in this of each human soul, in
maintenance service.
the love of
A delightful! event of the past city. It was an opportunity given Jesus for each individual, and in
week was the bridge party at the the voters to show an expression the brotherly love
Honest diagnosis
which is the
home of Mrs. James Chambers, of gratitude to the man who had hallmark of Christianity.
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
devoted the best part of his life
And those Ten CommandJr., when Mrs.
Chambers and
PHONE 401 •
Mrs. Don Hill entertained in hon- serving the town and community ments: they protest
your life,
or of Mrs. Burns Evans of Russ- faithfully and honestly and they your wife, and
your property.
happily elected him, not .because Isn't everyone on
ellville, Ky.
earth entitled
of his political affiliation, but be- to that protection?
cause of past records in
We're enjoying the benefits of
public
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Browder office.
a Christian culture right now —
And Tire Company
and pretty little daughter. MarJoe Bennett, who has
been of ideals and principles
which
ian, of Bristow. Okla.. are
the tried and not found wanting
our
as
forefath
e:s
heard
205
from
Commercial Ave.
the
guests of Leon's mother and fath- public
official, was
elected a lips of foreign missionaries cen
er, Mr. and Mrs. Encoh Borwder. member
of the Board of Education. Mrs. Birdie Hill was
also
Mrs. Harvyl Boaz was named elected a member
of the
Etoard
honoree
for
a miscellaneous of Education.
shower when Mesdames
Harry
Others who ran were: J.
H.
States and Gideon
Willingham
Moore and C. H. Warren. The
to
entertained Tuesday afternoon at first three
were elected with J. P.
the home of Mrs. Scates on Carr DeMyer, R.
H. Wade and Leslie
Street. Those asssiting in enter- Weaks hold-ove
It's a powerhouse,
r members.
taining and serving were:
MI s
with 75.000 BTU output!
Mary Webb, Mesdames L.
0.
Brieflets: The reason
Fulton
Bradford, H. T. Alexander, Geo- girls don't
blush all over is berge Alley, I. W. Dobbins, J.
D. cause they can't carry that much
Davis, Alf
Hornbeak, Claude booze around in their
compacts.
Freeman, J. W. Shepherd, J. F. There are
really two kinds of woRoyster, Maude Parsons and lit- men in Fulton;
those who talk
tle Misses Jane Alley and Cath- love and
those who love to talk,
erine Scates.
about their neighbors.
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Election Day,
1950, has come
and gone, and the lucky, lucky
voters of most
states can say,
"Goodbye, politIcs, until 1952."
Unhappily, Kentucky has a political campaign every year, and
the 1951 rates have already started. This business of a costly election every November, and Primary every summer, is just one
of a good many inadequacies of
Kentucky Election laws — one in
which we all should be vitally
concerned.
Others, of course, are the antiquated out-moded systems of getthing those eligible to vote on
the registration books, and what
is unhappily even less adequate—
getting off the rolls the names
the names of those who no longer
are entitled to a vote.
As a result of
these
shortcomings, we have an
estimated
half a million alleged voters
in
the states who are not voters at
all. The names of persons
who
voted at one time or another, but
who are now illegally registered.
The Louisville Times put the
whole idea neatly in a recent editorial: "Kentucky's dead voters
have won an important court decision."

It should be pointed out that it
undoubtedly gave Judge William
B. Ardery no pleasure to have to
rule that there is only one qualified registration and
purgation
board in the entire
Commonwealth, whereas
there
should
be 120, one for each county.
Judge Ardery is an honorable
man. He would like to see honest
elections. But he is also an honorable jurist, and therefore, must
interpret the law as he sees it.
Several efforts were made to
do something about the Kentucky
registration laws in the 1950 legislature. Circumstances being as
they are, it is almost certain that
the Legislature in 1952 (or at a
conceivable special session next
year) will do something about it.
An inpossible state-of-affairs can
be allowed to continue only so
long, then action becomes imperative.
We have apparently hit the imperative stage.
When the General
Assembly
does get around to working
on
new registration laws, it could
well consider two suggestions.
One, that not just the registration and purgation laws, but he
entire election system be repair-
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only $2100 down, as little as $1.91 a
week!

DUONTHERM cza HEATER

Bennett Electric
217 Main Street

324 Walnut Street
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SENIOR NEWS
We heard someone say BB was
more fun when a certain person
was around.
BC and KM seem to be getting
up a case. How about that?
We have been seeing TN with
a Junior girl quite a lot lately.
Why did he quit chasing after
BB? Because she got interestzd
in an alumni?
WN and MDW are still going
cstrong. We think he is just a little bit "hen pecked."
BGB1a making - DLP "hen
— - -

gether. She must really like him,
huh?
Say, S. Ann BB. what are your
plans when J leaves? Are you going?
BJT said she
would like to
hear,from
one of her-leold boy
friends, CP.
Wonder if maybe
she will?
MLB not only has a cute boy
friend but brother, too. Have you
noticed, girls?
MF does that ring mean what
we think it does?
Well, we're glad to have had
the opportunity to let some of
you in on what is goihg on around
school these days. s

Crochet A Basic Beret

pecked" too, so we've noticed.
LM why don't you tell us woo
you're interested in?
Say BSC why doesn't PM get
jealous? You do somethings most
girls would turn green about but
P doesn't seem to care, Could you
be losing S bit of your cham? -GRP and WR almost wore out
Third Street the other night. Going up and turning around and
coming back
while following
some "little" girls home.
JUNIOR NEWS
RA and MB are
being seen
RB and JS are -still
going
quite often around here: We hear strong, but that's
it won't be long till she changes because,they have nothing new
been going toher name.
gether for 2 years
Is SAB interested in anyone?
SM you'll have to tell us who Adaptations of the classic beret
are especiall
JC is your fellow coming .to your flame is
fashionable this
because I know fall. This one ysets
well down over
see you sing that "torch song?" that no one
has
eyes
quick
the
hair,
and
is
just
large enough
JG has started going out but enough to tell
us. What happened to flatter any face. The yarn used
she says she still loves DH.
to JA in all that rush?
is soft, lustrous Kentucky All
BJG almost drove off with BH
A week ago we
would have Purpose, a new rayon yarn that's
hanging in the window. It looleed said that PM
economical and comes in an, exand BSC were doing cellent
like a brush-off. Why? Could the fine, but
group
fall fashion hues.
this week EM seems fo Variations forofdifferent
Prompt Serrice
occasions
navy have anything to do with be stepping
in. But don't worry Include a dashing feather, a puff
it?
°
P if she steps in to far just take of feminine veiling, a novel cosWhy does BSJ hang around the a ride to Browde
11"ark Guaranteed
tume jewelry clip, or a twist of
r Mill.
show so much
when she isn't
It seems out of all the boys fall leaves and flowers. The beret
working?
looks well unadorned. Send
that JAL has been going with also
a self-addr.essed, stamped envelEM lost a dollar to a person she has finally
hung
on
to two ope to the Woman's Page Editor,
over BW. She said she wouldn't TN and
JY.
this newspaper, for free, simple
go with him but she did.
DPB to whom does that ring Instructions for making the beret.
Say, S. Ann B. what are your you are
wearing on your thumb
RADIO CENTER
two go and who with?
belong to? Could he be from
CJ trying to get to square dance
LS must have had a nice time Jacksop,?
Across from Telephone Office
with you the other day?
in Jackson. She came back look113 Washington
LH who was that boy you were
Fulton, Ky.
ing happy.
SJ it is still KK or someone
seen with the other night? Could
JV and DP are still going to- a new -flame be in
else?
the making.
BC why don't you give some of
We all are very sorry because
Peggy
Cummings has lost her the Freshman girls a chance?
One and Only highland flame. CJ was with BB at the show
But don't worry Peggy he will Saturday night and again on
be back.
Halloween night.
SS what happened to you over
BSG is always talkir.g about
at Sharon the other night?
CH. Will she ever stop?
EK since the Junior Follies has
DW are you chanied to KC?
your heart set on MF?
408 EDDINGS STREET
GY are you and your man still
AUSTIN SPRINGS
going strong?
For Ambulance Service Day or Night _
NB is it still the One and Only
Mrs. Carey Frields
TS?
Mrs. Corbitt Rickman has re
DLP is it still BGB?
DM are you still longing for
your Queen?
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
JB who is your flame now? Is
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
she a Freshman, Soph., Junior,
Senior?
GY is your flame still that cute
little Sophomore girl?
HW we're beginning to think
it is LH the way you drive her car
and you're always talking to her.

RADIO

REPAIRING

"HAMS"

LI

turned home from Haws Hospital
and is recovering from surgery
Mr. and Airs. Doyle
Frields
and Karen spent the weekend in
Paducah guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Randall Cunninoham.
,
Jack Olive has just`completed
2.vork on the Farmer farm near
'here with. machinery. Fence rows
have been cleaned, graded, where
new fences are soon to be strung,
ponds dug and the farm is getting a face lifting in general.
Mrs. Ed Frields is indisposed
due to a cold.
Rev. Alton Peery filled the pulpit at Salem
Church this past
Sunday. Much interest is taken
in the newly
organized prayer
, meeting on Friday
nights and
!training ,union at 6:45 p. m. followed by
services at 8 o'clock
Sunday eveningz.
Mrs. Bill Doyle of Union City
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. L. Doron this past Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Tucker
and children shopped in Fulton
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunnifigham
and children, Janelle and George
Ed of Dresden and Mr. and Mrs.
Carey Frields visited parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Frields Sunday afternoon.
Clarence
Woodruff • has just

For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words.

FUNERAL HOME

88 <--c Phone
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"Lovely Things,
Lovelier with
,LAUNDRY CARE!"

"Clothes stay fresher in Autumn weathei- with
laundry care!"
You/ washables will be whistie-clean when you
acquire the laundry habit . . . more time for
leisure; no laundry chores.
Phone 14

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
—PHONE 14-

<\\

sence.

PA is it LC or JT?
GO why do you go over to BB's
house every night? It is to get
your lessons or for some
other
reason?
GL seems to still have eyes for
CS.
Say, WV who were you and

Refresh...add zest to the hour

More Corn Growers
Report 100 Bushels

Dr. H.W.Connaughton

As yields are checked in the
Kentucky Corn
Derby, more
farmers are being found
who
grew 100 bushels or more
an
acre, according to the College of
Agriculture and Home Aonomics,
University of Kentucky.
Clyde Corum, Fulton, 134; Dan
Witherspoon, Fulton, 129; Raymond King, Fulton, 127; Homer

Veterinary Service
Phone 807-R
or Call 70
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on martin-Fulton
Highway.

1

1°3111
PURE

Make an Appointment today

Gardner's Studio

212 Commercial
PHONE 693

I MILK CO.

citadz
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

2

f coffee cream
You're looking for
Try ours and you'll
Come back for more.

PURE MILK CO.
SERVICE AND QUALITY

Fulton
813.1

200,000 freshmen
can't be wrong!

- SOPHOMORE NEWS
What has happened to CS and
MH? Has GL stepped in?
It
doesn't look as if MH cares.
Virginia Forrest seems to have
taken up where Pat McKenzie
left off. Is that true, VF?
BO sure is getting around these
days.
Say, CA who were you with
Saturday night? Couldn't be RB
could it? Whht hapened to JL?
JP and LI are still going
steady.
ELS are you still crazy over
the Junior boy Come on, EL, tell
us.
Why won't DG and BRP ever
have a date? Come on boys live
some of us girls a chance.
oes JA like now.? Come
on, give us a clue.
Why does MY come to school
with her hair pinned up on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
It is because she doesn't have to work?
It seems as though VM can't
make up her mind between JV
and RP.
FRESHMAN NEWS
It certainly is goad to see Mrs.
Wayne back after a week's ab-

completed a double garage and Witherspoon,
Fulton, 120; W. H. stroage room on his farm.
Harrison, Fulton, 115; and Jim
The Wiles home near HoopDavis, Fulton, 111.
er's store is undergoing ,repairs
which adds much to the appearPhone 470 for Job Printing
ance of the structure.

Memory Lives
In Pictures

WHITN EL

Phone
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e believe that something has happened in 1950 that you should take to
heart.
Ever since this year's Buicks were introduced, their big bulp in sales has come
from people who traded other makes of
cars for this bounteous beauty.
The total is more than 200,000.
That's 200,000"freshmen"added to the
roll call of Buick owners-200,000 people who must have sized up the current
version of the cars they owned, and
decided that Buick offered more thrill,
more comfort, more satisfaction for the
money.
Beyond that,of course,there were other
hundreds of thousands who already
owned a Buick and bought a new one

where there's Coke
there's hospitality

this year. But we're speaking here of
new owners only.
We can name many reasons for this
landslide — including Fireball power —
an incomparable ride — and Dynallow
Drive.*
We can remind you that the Buick
SPECIAL, SUPER and ROADMASTER just
about blanket the range Of a car-owner's
aspirations—matching prices with many
sixes in the lower brackets—matching
distinction with the finest in the fine-car
field.
We might add that Buick prices are
doubly attractive—since their list prices
include many features customarily on
the "extra" list.
But why try to spell out all the reasons
,
Buick wins in a showdown?
The proof of the pudding is
in this great car itself. Better
come in — look it over — and
find out what an unbeatable
buy it is.
*Standard
ROADMASTER, optional at extra
tot 5L'PLR and SPECIAL ;node&

waurrourirous Paws Walt•

II
When better automobiles are built
BUICK will buil4 them
•
lime

In HENRY). TAYLOR. ABC Network, every Monday ennning.

6 Bottle Carton 254
Plus Deposit
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youp KEY TO GREATER VALUE

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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GREATER SERVICE TO AMERICA'S VETERANS
IS PLAN OF AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY

Friday, Nov. 10, 1950

ed over a lengthy business sesmade for the
sion Plans were
December meeting and the chil.
dren's Christmas party.
The program was presented by
Mrs. Chai les Andrews assisted by
Peeples,
Mrs.
Mrs. Clayburri
Phillips and Miss Elizabeth Witty.
A short Bible quiz was held after which the hostess assisted by
Mrs. Harry Bushart served delirefreshments to
eleven
cious
members.

I MUSIC DEPARTMENT
MISS JOANN SMITH
MEETS ON WEDNESDAY
AND EUGENE BARD
AT THE CLUB HOME
TO WED IN FLORIDA
carry personal invitations to the
Mrs. Carey Frields
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith,
The Music Department of the
strength for greater eligible women.
Increased
announced
have
Fulton, Route 3
Woman's Club held its
Fulton
We believe that at this time all
service to America and to those
meeting Wedthe engagement of their only regular monthly
families
defended the nation women of war-service
have
who
Bard,
Eugene
to
Joann,
daughter.
nesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
actively for our
sought by the American want to serve
be
will
of
Bard
Roy
Mrs.
and
son of Mr.
the club home.
Legion Auxiliary in the member- country and its defenders, said
Fulton.
Hostesses were: Mesdames H.
a Mrs. Austin.
campaign which began
ship
of
graduate
a
is
bride-elect
The
Paul
N. Strong, Ann Whitnel,
In the American Legion Auxiweeks ago, it has been anfew
where
School
High
Fulton
Mrs.
South
Roper, R. S. Matthews with
Austin, liary we can offer them oppornounced by Mrs. Allen
class
her
of
salutatorian
was
Mrs.
she
Bobby Matthews acting in
in
president of Marshall Alexander tunity for effective service
of 1950.
Roper's place.
MRS. BOYD
many fields.
unit.
Mr. Bard is a graduate of FulBennett,
Robert
Mrs. Charles
the
and 110STESS TO
We are well organized
An invitation to come into
attended vice-president,
ton High School and
presided in the
its already in action. Nearly one mil- TUESDAY CLUB
Auxiliary and take part in
Bow- absence of the president, Mrs. J.
Western State College in
activities during the coming year lion already are serving in the
gracious
Mrs. Paul Boyd was
ling Green. Ky. He is engaged in C. Hancock. During the business
eligible Auxiliary's 13,500 units throughwill be extended to all
bridge
farming with his father.
Sundwick
session Mrs. David
county. out the country. But the situation hostess to the Tuesday
and
city
the
in
women
club at her home on Eddings St.
The wedding will be solemniz- made a report concerning the
calls
even
today
for
greater
stated.
Austin
Mrs.
November 12 in Lake City, Christmas program to be held at
One visitor, Mrs. Charles Robed
are strength.
Eligible for membership
ert Bennett was included in the
Fla., with Connie P. Adams read- the Cumberland
Presbyterian
sisters, and
mothers,
million
We
places
two
have
for
wives,
ing the ceremony.
Charch Friday, December 1 at
Legion women in our work. Every wo- two tables of members.
daughters of American
3 o'clock in the afternoon.
Following a series, of games of
deceased veterans. man who joins
of
or
gives us that
members
MRS. BRADFORD
Mrs. Bennett also presented the
War, and women much more strength to carry out contract, Mrs. Grady Varden reWorld
either
of
ENTERTAINS
program. Her subject was: "Folk
ser- our activities for the sevrity of ceived high score prize.
who themselves were in war
BRIDGE CLUB
Music" and she gave a talk on
The hostess serveci, a delicious
America and for the welfare of
vice.
Mrs. L. 0. Bradford entertained "Folk Music of Other Countries"
Austin our war vetetans and their fam- dessert plate at the close of the
by Mrs.
statement
A
following
the
the members of her Tuesday af- and presented
games.
ilies.
follows:
ternoon bridge club and one visit- musical program.
Members playing were: Mesmembercontacted by
When
Mrs. H. N. Strong, accompanied
or, Mrs. Bertha Gholson of Ontadames Varden, Alex Leneave,
who is assisted by FELLOWSHIP GUILD
chairman,
ship
by Mrs. L. C. Logan sang a group
rio, Calif.
Robert Burrow, Charles Rice,
other members of the Auxiliary MEETS WEDNESDAY
high of folk music of other countries
Evans was
Mrs. Ben
John Daniels, Frank Wiggins and
concerned as to WITH MRS. McDADE
so
be
you
"I
haven't
will
any
money.
_
explaining each song. The first
_either—will you wink or shall 17"
scorer in the games of contract
the hostess
enroll?
At the conclusion of the games was a Czechoslovakia song, "0
The Woman's Fellowship Guild
of workers will
crops
large
A
From GerIlomra
served a sandwich Lovely Meadows,"
the hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
of the Frst Christian Church met
BETTY JEAN JOHNSON
many and Austria, "Zon Live in JUNIOR WOMAN'S
returned from a business
plate.
Wednesday night in the home of have
PPRESENTED IN RECITAL
Members playing were: Mes- my Heart", Ireland, "Molly Ma- CLUB MEETS ON
Mrs. Maxwell McDade on Third trip to St. Louis.
NeWSPrinill
LAST FRIDAY EVENING
dames Evans, V. L. Freeman, R. lone," Vienna, a violin number; a TUESDAY NIGHTT
btrgh Effie Cole of Paducah is
turn offer her the compli- Street.
in
we
C. Pickering, L. 0. Carter, A. G. Venetian melody "The Old ReMrs. F. D. Phillips opened the the sliest ollNiss Ella Rankin on'
Miss Betty Jean Johnson, one ments and thanks of the entire
The
Junior
met
Woman's
Club
David
Mrs.
and frain"--Chrisler,
Gingles
Baldridge. Guy
meeting with prayer and presid- Fourth Street
Tuesday night at the club home of Fulton County's most talented commun.ty.
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At the close of the games the accompanied by
The program was presented as and said, "Miss, you're the most
for gifts given them by the club. follows'
hostess served
delicious straw- dox.
east
wonderful lady I ever saw and
berry shortcake and Coca-Colas.
Two new members Mrs. Paul
A
ways and
discussion of
Rustle of Spring
(Sinding): we sure is glad you come to see
De- means to raise money to give to
Members playing were: Mes- Hornbeak and Miss Andy
The Swan (Saint-Saens): Valse
west...
dames Roberts, Don Hill, B. 0. Myer were added to the roll.
the Youth Center was held and in
Melodic
A Flat (Brahms):
were a committee composed of Mrs.
Copeland, Robert Graham, C. L.
Delicious refreshments
in
Massenet:
Valse
C
(Eligie)
Christine Deas, who has been
Maddox and Rupert Staley.
served to 26 present.
Bill Hogg, Mrs. Russell Johnson
Sharp Minor (Chopin): Duet— conducting a Marie Barker cosand Mrs. Fred Homra were apSightseeing (Fisher): Hungarian metic demonstration this week at
pointed.
Rhapsodie No. 2 (Liszt); To A
Drug Company has also been
Mrs.
Theodare Kramer, Jr., Water Lily (6 Sharp): To a Wild City
a real home-coming out
program leader, then presented Rose — A Minor — (McDowell):,enjoying
Crutchfield.
Corum of
Miss Louise Hancock, ,
.yho sang Preludnzio C Sharp Minor (Rach- I Clyde
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business for 17
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Cessate
Dli"—Piagarmi. "0 No (A) Menuetto (Beethoven) (b)
Louis.
Longer Seeks to Pain Me—Scar- Symphony
Pathetique (Tchaiklatti, "Will 0 the Wisp"—Spross, ov.,
sky); (c) Fleecy Cloud (Men- DemocraticCampaign Committee
"Blue are her Eyes"—Watts, "My dlessohn); (d) Sarabande (HanLouisville, Kentucky
Ire the
Lover is a Fisherman" — Strickdel); (e) Menuet from Giovanni
Nov. 8, 1950
land, "Daybreak"—Grofe, "Be(Mozart).:,(f) Prelude in C Major Mrs. Johanna M. Westpheling.
Horizon"—White and (Bach); (g) Serenade (Schuyond the
Chairwoman Fulton Co. Camp.
Harting.
bert); (h4-The Wild Rider (Schu- Committee.
Mrs. Ira Kane was welcomed as man); du*.— Vienna
WStz Fultory.
Ky.
a new member. Visitors present (Schytte); tat'the'Vial'Ufa Mie
were: Mrs. Jack Moore, Mrs. Bob- DanuteviChisplekt) Op. 314 (Jo- Dear'Mrs Westpltermg:
wi•-•
by Lowe, Mrs. Virginia Hancock, hann
'Strauss); Liebestraum
Maine to Florida, Now York to 'Frisco - this is the hat for
One of the greatest Democratic
Mrs. Max McKnight, Miss Louise (Listz): Song—Sing Me To Sleep
waged in the State of
everywhere. For the Mallory Coast to Coast fits any cliHancock and Mrs. Sundwick.
—(Edwin. Greene); Grand Polka Campaigns
Kentucky has come to a victorThe hostesses served a delicious Di Concert (Bartlette).
mate - any locale.Smartly styled,"Cravenett•" processed
ious close. The part you played
•
sandwich plate and spiced tea.
Miss Carl Morris presided at in making this victory possible
to shed showers. In your choice of bound, welt, or raw
the register, and after the recital
edges. See it today. Other Mallory HATTS. 56.50 to $1:i 011
• a delightful social hour was en- :s great. The women have shown
WSCS OF SOUTH FULTON
by their fine participation in this
MEETS AT HARRIS CHURCH i joyed. Those
attending were— year's campaign
that they are •
The WSCS of South Fulton met Mr. and Mrs. Charles McMorris vitally interested in good governMonday night at Harris Church. and son, Charles Lynn, Mr. and ment and more and more the woThe meeting was called to or- Mrs. Ellis Bizzle and son, Gilbert. men's vote will be the deciding
der by the president Mrs. Glenn Bobby Rhodes, Mrs. Clarence factor in all elections.
opening Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Odell Bizzle,
Walker, who had the
Senator Clements would like to
n .z2-141 Carol Morris,
prayer. Followed by reports of Ca
na Fa M lure, Mary Lee thank each woman in your couneolrhiag
Account
the different officers.
was taken of all present that was Harrison Mr. and Mrs. S. E. By. ty through you for her efforts in
registered- to vote in the election, zum, Betty' and LeJean Bynum, his behalf. He has expressed his
this being one of the goals set by I Wayne Elliott, Hazel Beard, Mace deep appreciation to you and has
PETTICOAT
you • that he
the General Assembly, that every Jett. Jr. Shirley Bizzle, Mrs. Auz- asked me to tell
Woman a registered , ie Phelps. Mr. and Mrs. Porter knows what an important part i
Methodist
Ellis Mrs. T. J. the women of Kentucky played
!Ellis Frankie
FEVER
voter.
Callison Martha Ann
Callison, yesterday in his election to the I
Plans'Were made to have the Mrs Alfred Johnsan, Mrs. R. S.
United Stan. Senate.
party at the Matthews.
annual Chrittrnas
at
next meeting December 4th
Thanking you again and again
Church with a
Walnut Grove
for your wonderful work in the
ReMrs.
and
McKnight
Bob
love it!
not-luck supper at 6:30. Each one becca spent the weekend in Pa- Democratic Party, and hoping to
to bring a gift for the Christmas ducah.
see you soon to tell you in pertree not to exceed the price of
son, I am
...greater home com513e, a gift for the Supply Box.
Sincerely yours,
Mr. Adams is the husband of
fort and instant venanda gift of food or clothing for the former Miss
Mrs. Elgin Morison
Barbara Rose
a needy family.
tilation control 365
Woman Chairman
Colley.
Miss Opal Williams conducted
days of the year
the able Study, from the study
with ...
"Newness of Life", the
book
'chanter on SUSTENANCE. ji.liss
Williams presented this lesson in I
a most inspiring manner, con- I
clVed with prayer.
Mrs. Jack Irvine then presented the program "Health in Rural!
God's mercy may end today, and give plaise.to judwnent
Areas". The program opened withi
My friends I promi.ed to fight sin and take a stand
tomorrow.
Beautithe
"America
all singing
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junior petitee

MALLORY

171/.74lealz45on4
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS...

BEER LIQUOR and HELL

1

SWISH goes this welcome revival with a
rustling, ruffled petticoat (in a gay contrasting shade) peeking through the open,
lattice-work of ths party-going dress. Rayon taffeta in sizes 7-15.
$12.95
(Other Shirley Lee Junior Petites Irwin $8-25)

ern.Plipi- rSo-n4

ful". She was asssited by Mrs.1
1Glenn Walker, Mrs. Albert Mc-1
!Clain, who presented the views
of a rural worker from the Woman's Division of Christian Ser-,
Williams,
vice, and Mrs. Maud
presenting the views of a Country Doctor, expressing the great
need of all Christian workers to
make this a
Nation
help our
healthier place in which to live.
Williams
concluded this
Mrs.
was
with prayer. The meeting
Mrs.'
dism .ssed with prayer by
Albert McClain.
The hostesses Mesdames Oscar
Faulkner, Joe Faulkner, Owen
Clarence Roberts
Faulkner and
served doughnuts and coffee to
10 regular members and 15 visitors.
The next meeting to be at Walnut Grove Church December 4th,
lat 6:30. with pot-luck
supper,
hostesses to be Mrs. Galyon Malray, Miss Lena Roberts,
Mrs.
Marshall Rogers and Mrs. Herman St John.

against it. A drunk man never thinks of these things, I knov‘,
for I've been there.. Drink will wreck and ruin and damn your
soul. If you call yourself a christian and still swear, drink and
curse and do the things of life that we know to be sinful, you
are still in trespasses and your own sin.
I.isten, un.saved man, the first drink or the second didn't
make me a drunkard, but the one I could not do without. I
was a burden to our home. I drank every kind of liquor the
devil made. You big stiff nicks can't tell me nothing about
wine, bew and liquor; I've tried it all. Woe unto him that giveth
his neighbor drink, that putteth thy bottle to him, and maketh
him drunken.
Liquor will put you in a drunkards hell. The I.ord says, if
my people vhich are called by my name would humble themselves and pray and seek my face, and forsake their weaked
says then shall I hear from heaven and forgive their siris
and heal their land.

"LUBIN GRISSOM"
%•••Ww•awserme
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VA\cOL

THEY'RE
NEW! BEAUTIFUL!
PERMANENT1 THRIFTY!
With Vac-ols is yoM lasimie, you can enjoy
the finest in double glass windows foe mag•
.111.111 weather protection. and economy
Both storm panels and acme, in one
will contained, permanent unit Nothing
to store Nothing to change They embody
vastly superior and entirely new design
techniques. And the cost is surprisingly
Sow.

You Save:

301, on fuel (average)
99% in storm sash
. •
screen conversion time,
100% storage room

89% o.window
o1 cool

tel Us Demonstrate the
Amazing Features it
Ns Unique Window
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WITIMer

On Display in
Our Showroom
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LUMBER COMPANY- -- —. 7---%.
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
. 501 WALNLif ST . PHONE 96 FULTON, KY
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Barkley

Hendon Wright, Secretary of the
CoMmunity Concert Association,
Mrs. Bob White and Mrs. Ward
Bushart.
Mrs. Barkley spoke in his usual competent manner and urged a strong vote in the general
election on Tuesday.

ATTORNEY NAMED
POLIO CHAIRMAN

Its Senator Clements

can sing like the sweetest songbird of them all.
(Continued from Page One)
She had her
1,861; Dawson, 784.. Olson, 3.
audience completely captivated.
that she was glad Mr. Truman
was alive, Verse to his thousSenator — Short term:
CleShe accomplished a positively
ands of fr!end in the First Disments, 1,756; Dawson, 726.
amazing thing for this reporter,
trict, Mr. Barkley is the PresiCALLOWAY COMPLETE
and we have no fear of contradent of the United States.
Senator — Long term:
Cle- diction in saying she did the same
Mr. White introduced the folments, 3,160; Dawson, 734; Olson, thing for the Majority of
her
lowing guests on the speaker's
14.
audience when she kept them as
PERSONALS
stand—Mayor
Senator — Short term:
Smith
Atkins,
Cle- spell-bound with her rendition of
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton were
Ward Bushart, President of the
ments, 3021; Dawson, 666.
the difficult German humbers as
Rotary Club, Vyron
CRITTENDEN COMPLETE
Mitchell, weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs.
she did with the more familiar
President of the
Senator — Long term:
Lions
Club, Drew Luten in St. Louis.
Cle- songs like "Annie Laurie." We've
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Poe were
Howard Shaw, President of the
ments, 1,106; Dawson, 1,538; Ol- often said that we go to concerts
Young Men's Business Club, Paul weekend guests of -NIL,and Mrs.
son, 5.
to hear the encores, because those
Boyd. President of the Chamber Jerry Jones in
Lexington, Ky.,
Senator — Short term:
Cle- songs are the ones that are usof Commerce, Garland Merry- and attended the
ments, 1,077; Dawson, 1,490.
Homecoming
ually the familiar ones. But not
man, Commander of the Ameri- game.
CARLISLE COMPLETE
so with Miss Howland.
Every
can Legion, and Miss Alice HowSenator — Long term; Cle- song that she sang was a joy to
Mrs. C. P. Bruce, Sue Forrest,
land, her accompanist, Theodore Nell Holland and Molly Wiley atments, 1,317; Dawson, 24; Olson, us because she mixed her scintilSchaeffer.
2.
tended the Skating Vanities
lating personality, with her inin
Others introduced
Senator — Short term:
were: Mrs. Memphis Friday.
Cle- herent grace and
charm
and
ments, 1,278; Dawson, 232.
brought forth a completely
deMARSHALL COMPLETE
lightful evening.
senator — Long term:
CleIf Miss Howland can be so comments,1,905; Dawson, 653; Olson,
pletely down-to-earth in her per13.
sonality, and still be the owner
Senator — Short term:
Cle- of a heaven-sent voice, she's the
Howard C. Orr, Executive Di- ments, 1,834;
Dawson, 624.
greatest artist of them all to us.
rector of the Kentucky Chapter
BALLARD COMPLETE Its hardly
necessary to comI of the National Foundation for
Senator — Long term:
Clement on the superb playing
FRIDA - SATURDAY
of
Infantile Paralysis has announ- ments, 1,971; Dawson, 353; Olson, Miss
Howland's
accompanist,
DOUBLE TREAT FOR YOUNG AND OLD ced that Jennings Kearby, attor- 0.
Ted Shaeffer. He turned in equalSenator — Short term:
Cle- ly as fine a performance as did
ney in Fulton has been named to
ments,
1,906;
Dawson,
335.
JOHN
direct the work of the Chapter
the star, and that is only natural.
LYON COMPLETE
for Infantile Paralysis in Fulton
WAYNE
To - the drama boys we leave
Senator
—
Long
County.
term:
Cle- the critique; to the home folks
ments,
993;
Dawson,
436; Olson, 4. we take Miss
Mf. Kearby has been active in
Howland, with a
GAIL
Senator — Short term:
Cle- song in our hearts.
Young Democratic Club work in
—J. W.
ments,
963;
Dawsory36.
RUSSELL
Western Kentucky and
Fulton
LIVINGSTON
COMPLETE
county for the past several years.
PALESTINE
Senator — Long term:
He is President of the Fulton
Cle- 1
—in—
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
County
University of Kentucky ments, 1,144; Dawson, 651; Olson,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King and
Alumni Association and is active 1.
Senator — Short term:
in the First Methodist
Church
Cle- Helen -King left Saturday morning for a two weeks vacation in
and the Methodist Young Adults ments, 1,085; Dawson, 611.
HICKMAN COMPLETE
Florida and Cuba.
of the Paris Sub-District.
in IRUCOLOR
Senator — Long term:
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
CleHe is enthusiastic for the work
A REPUBLIC PRODUCTION
of Infantile Paralysis
program ments, 1,452; Dawson, 384; Olson, 1 and family attended a surprise
birthday dinner Sunday for her
and invites the participation of 3.
Senator — Short term:
Cle- mother, Mrs. C. J. Bowers at her
everyone who is interested in the
home on 4th Street.
March of Dimes Campaign during ments, 1,349; Dawson, 316.
I Mr. and Mrs. Herman WillingSUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
1951. Mr. Kearby succeeds Elbert
FULTON COMPLETE
visited
Mrs.
Johns who directed the campaign
Senator — Long term:
Cle- ham of Paducah
during 1949 and 1950. Mr. Johns ments, 1,410; Dawson, 422; Olson, Tobe Wright Sunday afternoon.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Warren Thompjtnil
"
V"
has been appointed to the Execu- 1.
tiVe Committee of the Kentucky
Senator — Short term: Cle- son and family of Clinton visited
his
father,
Ed
Thompson and Mr.
Chapter.
ments. 1.365; Dawson, 387.
and Mrs. Robert Thompson and
CHRISTIAN COMPLETE
Mr. Kearby attended a Dinner
Sunday.
Rita
Senator — Long term:
CleMeeting of all March of Dimes
Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Pewitt
workers of the First Congression- ments, 3,960; Dawson, 2,764, Ol- and Son,
Harry, Mr. and Mrs.
al District at the Irvin Cobb Ho- son, 19.
Senator — Short term:
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Cle- Howard Shaw and Mr. and Mrs.
tel, Paducah Kentucky on Nov.
Russell Pitchford had supper at
ments,
3,796;
Dawson,
2.654.
Dalton of
1. Neal
the
Reelfoot Lake Thursday night.
sellallPRIM pinome
Louisville-Courier
Journal and CALDWELL,(16 of 25 Precincts)
Mesdames Robert Watts, GusfifferHIFERS
Senator — Long term:
CleTimes who is the chairman of Ole
THF
Ity,eg
sie Browder, James Wade
and
OF
t.'
Kentucky Chapter of the Nation- ments, 1,100; Dawson, 1,174; Ol- Eugene
Hoodenpyle. spent TuesPAUL HENNA —an OAP al Foundation was the principal son, 0.
TIVird‘C°4°.e
• Do.1•4L lawles
emssiess•emillIUM•
Senator — Short term:
10.0 IN %Ow I gam rmtrue 1, L..
ft
Cle- day in Paducah shopping.
speaker
Mrs. Emma Outland of Fulton
ments, 1,016; Dawson, 1.109.
is spending the week with Mrs.
—For Your Added Pleasures—
GRAVES COMPLETE
Miss Jane White, a student of
Senator — Long term:
Cle- Robert Watts.
Ward Belmont in Nashville spent
MATTY MALNECK'S
•"HELTER SWELTER"
Mr. and Mrs. Marian Browder
ments, 5,921; Dawson, 1,456; Olweekend
the
parents,
her
with
ORCHESTRA
• FOOTBALL PAYOFF
of Portland, Oregon were supper
son, 135.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
White
Bob
on
the
NEWS
_PLAYS
- Senator — Short term:
Cle- 'guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Mayfield Highway.
Pewitt Monday night.
ments, 5,838; Dawson, 1,402.
Mr. Love Watts of Detroit was
• guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Alice Howland.
Watts over the weekend.
. (Continued .froner.Page One)"
Mr. 'and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
she can sing.
left Wednesday morning for ExThis reporter knows precious celsior Springs, Mo., where Mr.
little about the fine points
of Pewitt will take
treatment in
music critique. It would be sheer McCleary's Clinic.
ostentation on our part to attempt
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
evaluation of her vocal
tones, Rupert
Browder were Mr. and
technique, lyrics, or any phase of Mrs. Marvin Browder, Mr. and
her ability as a concert
artist. Mrs. Ethel Browder, Mrs. Bertha
We'll take the word of the music Nugent and Mr. and Mrs. David
critic of the New York Herald- Nugent.
Tribune, when he said
"Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard left
Howland has everything."
All Friday for Lake City, Florida, to
we know is that Mise Howland attend the wedding of their son,
(Continued from Page One)
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Friday, Nov. 10,4950 — The Fulton News — Page 5
Eugene to Miss Joann Smith Sunday.
Several of this community .attended the funeral of Mrs. Kate
H. Bondurant at White-Ransom
Funeral Home in
Union
City,
Thursday afternoon. Interment in
Liberty cemetery.
Robert Watts left Tuesday for
Richmond, Va., to attend a Southern
.States Coop. stock holders
meeting. He is a delegate from
Fulton county.
The WSCS met in an all day
meeting Wednesday in the home
of Mesdames Allie Browder and
Roy Bard. Meeting called 4o order by President Mrs. Lon Brown.
Group
singing
"America the
Beautiful" followed by devotional and prayer.
After the
business
meeting
Mrs. Allie Browder presented the
program, "Health
in
Rural
Areas" assisted by Mrs. William
McClanahan who discussed the
need of Christian workers to help
our nation make this a healthier
place in which to live. Followed
inging "Take
Tme to be
Holy." Concluded with prayer.
Mrs. Robert Watts conducted
the Bible Study. A delicious potluck lunch was served at noon to

13 members and 3 visitors, Mesdames Marian Browder, Emrga
Outland and Eunice Drysdale.
After lunch Mrs. cus Browder
gave mission study, "Near East
Panama" which was very interesting. She was assisted by Mesdames Bertha Nugent, William
McClanahan, Hillman Collier and
Leslie Nugent.
Adjourned to meet in December with Mrs. Gussie Browder.
RD OF THANKS
I want to sincerely thank each
and every one who have been so
kind and
considerate
both in
words and deeds in my behalf
during my stay in the
Fulton
Hospital. To the efficient hospital staff and to all the blood donors and those who offered their
life's blood that I might live, I
owe a debt of gratitude beyond
expression.
To the
many
friends who
cheered me with
words
and
beautiful flowers, I want to say
from the depths of my heart,
"thank you."
•
May God's richest
blessings
ever rest and abide with each of
won.
--S. T. Lawson.

SHELL HORSEHIDE SHOES
$795

Size 6-12; Moulded back; heavy brown
genuine Vol-Cork sole; steel arch; Goodyear welt construction.

"ANGEL AND
THE BADMAN"

(At this price while present stock lasts.)
Other HORSEHIDE, ELK AND RETAN SHOES

Forrester's Shoe Shop
204 Main Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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SAFE, STEADY; CLEW HEAT
with a KING-0-HEAT Circulator
Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!
Cheek These Comfort-Giving Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself,

SEASON-RIGHT SERVICE,
SEASON-RIGHT GASOLINE

TUNE IN

PETER GRANT

Teams play better after•few minutes' rest.
And you'll get better car performance in cold
weather if you take time out now for
Ashland 7-point Season-Right service.

AND THE NEWS

INLW
TUTS, ram, SAT.
11 P

1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keep Sparklingly
Clean.
2. Fast, Controllable Heat,
Holds Fire Overnight.
3. Large Combustion Chamber Burns Gases — Produces More Heat from
Every Lump of Coal.
4. Specially Designed Interchangeable,
All
Fire
Brick Lining.
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Smoke Screen
Makes
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum
7. Front Swing-Type Feed
Door
Provides
Easy
Fueling.

(1ST )

r

CHANGE TO SEASON -RIGHT

WooLIN
11.-S0•4014

1 007,, PENNSYLVANIA MOTOR OIL

Railroaders trilhpr
anda likbigfor thefrjabs
•A railroad is as good as its men and
women.
Put a yardstick to the Illinois Central's 37,500
people. You'll fincl•they measure up with the best
when it comes to skill. Their know-how is built on
a rugged- foundation of experience, gathered and
taught, revised and improved, generation after
generation.
Look at them again, and you'll detect something
deeper. Call it pride, devotion to duty, genuine
liking for the job of railroading. It's the quality
that makes Illinois Central people a true railroad
family, a spark that veterans have been kindling
in youngsters for nearly a century.
Do you wonder that we believe our people are the
best? And we supply them with the finest railroad
tools — so that, together, the railroad and its
workers will continue to earn the friendship and
patronage of all who live along our lines.
W. A. jottNsroN
President

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
/Main Lino of Mid-America

Will hold your store
until you are ready for it.

-‘11111111116..

•

Ashland Oil & Ref. Co.

Herman Easley

Herschel Crutchfield

Crner Church & Main St., Fulton

West State Line, Fulton

Junction Highways 94 and 51

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

— The Fulton News — Friday, Nov. 10, 1950
Fulton were Friday guests of Mr.
Fult
and Mrs. Charles A. Sloan and
Rev. Robert Moore filled
his family of Tamus, III
regular appointment at Johnson
Keith Calloway is recovering
Groxe Church Sunday morning from an illness of pneumonia.
nice
Willie Scearce has returned
audience. He
and night to a
and Mrs. Moore were guests in from Kennedy Hospital in Memphis
where he has been for the
The home of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
past few weeks.
Robey.
The fourth, fifth, sixth
and
Claude Gradctv was a dinner
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett seventh grades accompanied by
their teachers, Mrs. Tom ArringReece Sunday.
.
Maurice Bondurant
Mrs. Will Jenkins of Fayetville, ton, Mrs.
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. John and Mrs. Margaret Workman atSmith left Sunday for Lebanon, tended the show, "Treasure IsMo., and Tulsa, Okla., for sever- land" in Fulton Monday.
The Rush creek and Cayce Soal days visit with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dacus and ciety of Christian Service
held
children of St. Louis, Mo., spent their mission study at the Cayce
Sunday in an all day
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Church
Bob DeMyer and other relatives meeting. Lunch was served at
noon in the church basement.
here.
.
Mrs. C. S. Forrest of Waverly,
Jack Matthews is slowly improving.
Tenn., Mrs. Ida
Madden and
Mrs. Bud Stem spent Tuesday Wilbur Thomason of Humboldt,
in Paducah with her daughter, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham.
and Donna of Milan, Tenn, Mr.
Mrs. Charles Lowe and
Mrs. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce and famWilliam Long were in Union City ily of Troy, Tenn.; were Sunday
Monday shopping.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
J.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Stem spent Cruce and John Elmer.
the weekend in Paducah
with
Mrs. Stern's sister, Mrs. Wallace I
Cunningham and Mr. Cunningham.
PIERCE STTATION __ —

PUBLIC HEALTH I
TOPICS
•

CAYCE

and son, Jack and Miss
Patsy sult in hazardous accidents.
WINTER PROTECTION
Howell of Jackson were recent
The picture showns were:
guests of Mrs. Dunning's mother,
By Gay Kircher*
BULBS.
climates where
In
"Traffic with the Devil" and
Mrs. Stella Ellis.
there is a great deal of alternate
"Miracle In Paradise Valley."
Mrs. Luby Howell, Citizenship freezing al
thawing,
bulbs
CITIZENSHIP CHAIRMEN OF
Chairman from the Victory Club should be protected with a mulch
HOMEMAKERS CLUBS ENJOY
and, Mrs. Jim Dawes, publicity
of leaves or strpw. This mulch
MEETING NOV. 2 IN HICKMAN
chairman, attended the meeting
should be applied
AFTER the
How is your driving? The auto- held November 2 in Hickman.
ground is frozen.
mobile that comes to .us from the
TREES SAVE FUEL
factory is an incomplete mechanThere are simple ways to conism. It still lacks the most imtrol the climate around home, acportant part—the driver'
cording to the American AssociThe satisfaction and
service ation of Nurserymen. If a windthat the °weer gets out of his car break of trees reduces the wind
depends on his ability as a driver. from 12 to 3 miles per hour at 32
Driving a car
can be a
real degrees, it will take only half
pleasure or it can be a nerve the amount of fuel to heat your
racking .ordeal. It depends
on home. An actual government test
drains and sewers.
you, on how you drive, and on showed a saving of 22.9 per cent.
Let turekonfrEeldo the jcb
the condition of your car. You
Trees planted on the west side
for ou...Quicker. Cheaper/
can get pleasure out of driving of your home will give shade in
the hot summer weather. Plantby observing good practices.
Vernon W. Curren, from the ed on the east side, trees won't
J. E. CAMPBELL
Department of Highways, Frank- keep your house so cool for the
PLUMBING SHOP
fort, Ky., showed some very in- sun's heat is hottest in the after909 Arch Street
Your recipe collection is incomplete if this recipe
Phone 1037
included ... teresting films to the Citizen- noon.
a dish with its versatility and advantages belongs!isItnot
can be the main ship
Chairmen of the
Homedish for breakfast, lunch or supper. Cut in smaller portions,
the pan- makers Clubs of the county on
cake.rnakes an excellent dessert. Wherever it turns
up in the day's public safety and safety in
meals, it rates applause and is "good food".
the
homes on the farms. The object
Egg Pancake is quick, economical and easy to prepare.
It requires of the pictures is to bring
ingredients generally on hand in every kitchen.
to the
one of the ingredients, are important to the dish for lightnessEggs,
and tenderness. At attention of the public the carethe same time they provide superior nutrition—excell
less
driving
and
careless
ness in
indispensable minerals and vitamins. You will enjoy ent protein and homes and on farms
that may repreparing Egg
Pancake and everyone in the family will vote it
a real palate pleaser.

EGG PANCAKE—BUDGET AND PALATE PLEASER

DOnt D/
6
"
to dpen

COLORFUL POTTERY
NINA SETS - LAMPS

EGG PANCAKE
2 eggs
1/3 cup sifted all-purpose flour
34 teaspoon salt
cup milk
1 tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon fat
Beat eggs, salt and sugar together. Add the flour
and milk. Beat until
smooth. Meanwhile heat the fat in a deep skillet
drop of water in skillet just sizzles. Pour in all (10 to 12 inch) until
of
minutes over moderate top burner. Place in hot batter. Cook two
oven (450°F.) and
bake 15 minutes or until surface is brown and
and cooked fruit sauce, preserves or marmala puffy. Dot with butter
de.
opposite sides to the center making three layers. Roll or fold from
platter. Sprinkle with confectioners sugar. ServesTurn out on warm
1 or 2 as a main
dish, 3 or 4 as a dessert.
To vary it—place one of the following over the
batter just before
placing it in oven: Apple-,-1 layer of thinly
sliced apple. Bacon—.3 to
4 slices crisply cooked bacon, diced. (Reduce
salt
to
%
teaspoon). Ham
---34cup finely diced cooked ham. (Reduce salt
to % teaspoon). ,

Clarice Bendarant
Mrs. Chester Wade and
Mrs. One of the less publicized dangEdna Alexander of near here ers which hunters, campers and
spent the weekend with
Mrs. others taking part in
outdoor
Ethel Oliver and family and work or recreation sometimes enother relatives in Memphis.
counter is Rocky Mountain spotMrs. Pearl Fisher, Mrs. Annie ted fever. This is an acute disease
Laurie Sloan and daughter, Eddie which is transmitted to people by
Value throughout—and easy to own—
Jean and Jimmie Donald of Mem- infected wood ticks.
liberal trade-in, easy terms. Sea it two.
phis were Sunday afternoon
$ models —$124.95 —$179.95.
It was originally thought that
"Standard Oil
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. Simp- this fever was limited
217 Main
to the
Fulton
son and Mrs. Ida Sloan.
Rocky Mountain region. HowEast State Line
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Sunday guests of Mrs. Daisie ever, since then, it has appeared
Bondurant and Clarice were: Mr. in other parts of the country—inand Mrs. Cecil Burnette, Mr. and cluding Kentucky. To date this
Mrs. Clyde Burnette, Misses My- year seven cases have been
re- Pearl Damron have moved from to
her home in Humboldt, Tenn.,
rtle Burnette and Georgia Matt- ported in our state.
ingly.
Line to their new , after a visit with her sister,
The infected wood tick can West State
Mrs.
Mrs. Charlie Sloan
and Mrs. transmit the disease by attaching home on the corner of Green and E. E. Mount.
William Sloan and son, Mack, of itself to a person's body
Taylor
Street.
for sevMr. and Mrs. H. J. Jacobe and
eral hours or by getting crushed
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., are Mrs. John Hirsch
and smeared on the skin. Since
of Bonne Terre,
daughter, Mrs. Mo., were 'recent
the tick does not transmit the visiting their
guests
of
This companionable. 93 proof
germ for several hours after at- Robert H. Binford and family in I Mrs. Jacobe's sister, Mrs. L. A.
New Orleans.
whiskey with its rich, smooth-asI and Mr. Clifton on Central Ave.
taching itself, it is possible
to
Mrs. A. D. Hassell has returned
silk Kentucky taste has occupied
discover and remove it before inMr. and Mrs. A. B. Dunning
`fecticm takes place.
a welcome place at festive
roewwwww•ow
Thus, a person who is in an area
Thanksgiving boards for 81
infested with ticks, should make
years.Introduce yourself,today!
a through
examination of his
body at least twice a day. Ticks,
if found, should be removed with
tweezers or a piece of paper, or
rubber gloves should be worn.
Although 100 percent protection
is guaranteed, it is possible by
means of
vaccination to lessen
;the likehood of getting the disHuge Oven
ease
and
to
lessen th edanger of
holds 40 lb.
having a severe case if infected
.
Turkey!
Vaccine should be administered
t
at least ten days before starting
on a trip which may mean
exposure to ticks.
It is estimated
that only one
tick in 300 acrrier Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever germs. To
Depot Street
"Buck Bushart"
be
Fulton
on the safe side, however, it
is
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP., NEW YORK, N. Y. • 65%
best to treat each one as
though
it might be infected.
••••use.
Further information on prevention, symptoms and treatment
of
this disease may be obtained
from
your family physician or
your
county health department.

BARGAIN PRICES

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION
Products"
Fulton

Full-Size 40-in.

PHILCO

ICED

WINES
WHISKEY
RUM.
GIN

ELECTRIC
RANGE

LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

PERSONALS

Check those
Features:

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hyland and
children, Jean and
Bobby will
spend the weekend and attend
the homecoming game at
St.
Bernard's • College in Cullman
,
Ala., where their son, Johnny, is
a student. Johnny will play on
the college team.
Mrs. C. J. Bowers, Mrs. Hillman Collier and daughter, Linda,
Mrs. James McDade and daughter, Jean, were Wednesday luncheon guests of Mrs. John Bowers.
Mrs. R. C. Omar, Mrs. Wilburn
Holloway and
daughter, Lynn,
spent Wednesday in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Belford Milstead
and daughter, Sherry and Mrs.

* 11141•40 Sarrf•c•
Srite Nes
* Owe Thinnualal
* Automatic Oven
Siaaaa light
* Canrranisat Ap.
gamma OuNal
* Stolul•ss Parra.
lain 2:tato'

hster the Fist
Sens bail
New supertsmat;'iseedo'units
give greater
pan contact_
WISEST TO MAO

EASY TERMS

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Main St.

ONE OF

KENTUCKY'S

11111111/1111/1111
1/11111t
112111117
ONLY OLDSMOBILE BUILDS THIS

FAMOUS HIGH-COMPRESSION POWER PLANT!

TRADITIONS

Gathering
Hickory Nuts

PLASM Oldsmobile 1. now building
Rocket" Engines exclusively! By populite
demand,"Rocket" production sweeps into
high gear! Oldsmobile--and only Oldie
mobile—offers you thrilling "Rocket"
action coupled with the superb smoothness
of new Oldsmobile Hydra-Mate! Power.
,
packed performance! Incomparable
driving ease! Exceptional economy! You
get them all in Oldsmobile's flashing
"KV—lowest-priced "Rocket" Engine earl
Drive in today—for your "Rocket" ride!

Even a Kentuckian must hustle
to outsmart the squirrels under
the hickory tree. But with visions
of homemade candy stuffed with
hickory nuts to spur him on, he
gathers, cracks and picks the
kernels with vigor. Gathering
hickory nuts remains one of Kentucky's most pleasant traditions.
Yes,and beer is a fraditios
in Kentucky, fool
hickory nut harvesting,
BEER BELONGS in Kentucky.
And in November, when chill
breezes warn of coining winter,
Kentuckians enjoy a friendly
glass of beer, tbe ieverege oj
isioalersioat
1..fite

@Oldsmobile Hydra- Altair Drips optional at mins nal on all mo.lels.
A GENCRAt MOTOR% VAIltt

SEE

Copyright 1950, Knotircky Uhriskse, U. S. Brewer: Postrulat
ies
7523 trayboot arnaiag

•

tsahnalo. Kama*,

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 East State Line
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GENERAL MEETING
HELD FRIDAY
AT WOMAN'S CLUB

Interests

C. C. MoCaluns and his parents,
Friday, Nov../0,/960 — The Fulton News
Mr and Mrs. Horton Baird.
— Page 7
Miss Marry Ellen Mischke of
The General
Meeting of the
Bauco
m Tegethoff.
Paducah was the weekend guest
leaving for Paris, Tenn., soon toWoman's Club was held Friday,
SOCIETY
—4-- CLUBS
—4-- ROME NEWS
Miss Betty
of Miss Beverly Hill and
Bawls, who has' make their home
other
November 3 at the Woman's Club
and will
be
been
a
patient in the Fulton Hos- greatly
friends.
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
home.
missed by their
many
pital has been dismissed.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
friends
Leon
_
Browder
Phone 926
The Junior Woman's Club was
Mrs. Will Moss,
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murph
Mrs. Tom
The guests
y Pinkerton, Jr.,
in charge and acting
arrived at 730
hostesses
and Mr. and Mrs.
attende
d
the
Kentuc
ky,Florida Jenkins
bringing delicious food ard lovely
MRS. ROBY M. DEWEESE
Mesdames Fred Homra,
Iiiboline crepe, featuring a v- were:
of
Franklin, Tenn., were
game in Lexington Saturday.
WEDS ALBERT JOHNSTON
in Fulton to attend the funeral gifts for the honorees.
neckline, long sleeves and a side Parks Weaks, Felix Gossum, Jr.,
Travis Dacus
IN LOVELY HOME WEDDING
has
and Randall Burcham.
Those attending were: Rev.
returned of Mrs. A.-M. Nugent.
Pages
pleated accent in the skirt with were
from
Detroit
where he visited his
and Mrs. J_ T.. Drace, Jerry and
Mesdames Stanley Parham
In a simple and
Mr.
and
impressive brown
Mrs.
M.
J.
brother
Browde
,
r
of
Louis,
accessories. Her flowers and Johnny Sharpe. Mrs. Harold
who is seriously
home ceremony, Mrs. Roby M.
Portland, Oregon are here for an Terry, Mrs. Lee Henry and Dale,
Palmer Downey, Mr. and Mrs_
Deweese of Fulton, Route 3, be- were a corsage of white carna- Holliday presided at the register.
extended vied
with her sister, Roy Fields,
Miss Almeda
Hudaleston unMr. and Mrs. Leonard
Mrs. N. W. Carter, president, MRS. JONES
same the
bride of
Albert S. tions.
derwent a serious operation at the Mrs. Morgan Davidson and fam- Ridgway, Mrs. I.
M. Jones, Mr.
Johnston of Louisville, Ky., SatMr. Johnston is a
Railway called the meeting to order and ENTERTAINS
Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville ily.
and Mrs_ Franklin Pruett
the Lord's Prayer was repeated BRIDGE
and
urday afternoon at the home of Postal Clerk
CLUB
last week.
on the Louisville- in unison.
Carol, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nabors
the bride on the Martin
MR.
High- Fulton line.
AND
MRS.
JONES
Mrs..
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holman and
Jones
Mrs. Stanley Jones
Dickerson
Mrs.
way.
Minutes of the October meeting
entertained Mr.1and
COMPLIMENTED FRIDAY
ParkerMcClure, Mr. and Mrs.
the members of her
Mrs. Smith Atkins have
Following a short motor trip and of
WITH
the November board meetThursd
POT
ay
LUCK
The single ring ceremony was
SUPPE
John
returned from a trip te St. Louis.
R
Simpson and Cynthia, Mr.
bridge club and three
home in ing were read by Mrs.
visitors:
solemnized by the Rev. E. Rueb, the couple will be at
Milton Mrs. Garland
and Mrs. Eddie
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thomas have
The Young Married
Bushart
and
Merryman, Mrs.
Calliham. The club voted to conCouple
s
pastor of the Fulton Presbyterian Fulton.
Lynda
returne
Ann
d from a visit in Detroit. Class of
Jasper Vowell and
and Mr. and Mrs.
the South Fulton Baptist
Mrs. K. P.
Church in the presence of a few
Center Dalton, Jr.,
Mr and Mrs. Jack 13erry
Leroy
of tribute $100.00 to Youth
Miss
Elliott
Marjory Puckett was the
at her home on WalMaintenance Fund and to build
close friends and neighbors.
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Church and the neighbors of Mr.
Obion, Tenn., attended the wednut Street.
a permanent wall at the rear of
and
Mrs.
Jean
Howell
The bride wore an
Smith
in St. Louis.
Jones and famAt the close of a
attractive ding. ,Mrs. Berry is the daughter the club property.
series
of
Mr. and Mrs. Jean
dark brown afternoon model of
Intindola ily complimented them with
of Mrs. Johnston.
a
Three new members, Mesdam- games or contract, Mrs. Merry- have
returne
d from a visit with surprise pot luck
Fot•••••!ar
es Max McKnight, Howard Ad- man received
supper Friday
high guest prize his parents
in
New Jersey.
and Mrs. J. L. Jones,
ams and Cecil
night; November 3.
Wiseman were
Jr., high
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Smith
for the members.
of
H. —Torn" Cowden
welcomed into the club.
Mrs. Clyde St. Louis spent Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Jones and chilwith her
Mrs. Carter gave a brief report Williams, Jr., won the
T
Phone
1597 Union City, Tenn
bridge
parents
,
Mr.
dren,
Hazel
and
and
Edmond, are
Mrs.
Foad
on the district convention held in bingo.
Homra on Walnut Street.
The
hostess served a salad
Mayfield, November 1.
Mrs. Jack
Naifeh and
son,
Mrs. Randall Burcham announ- plate to the following: Mesdames Johnny, have
returned to their
Merryman, J. L. Jones, Jr.,
ced the
plans for the
Long
LoQuickwS
Tg-s
rr LOANS
annual
Clyde home-in Portaiesville, Mo., after
Thanksgiving benefit party to be Williams, Jr., K. P. Dalton, Jr., a visit
with her mother,
Mrs.
given on November 16. Mrs. Car- Jasper Vowel], Vyron
Mitchell, John Noffel.
ter announced that the Music De- Fred Homra, Clyde Hill, Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis
of
partment would present its an- Omar, Thomas
Mahan, and Mayfield attended the
CommuniMisses Mary
nual Christmas program at
Hamra
and Andy ty Concert in Fulton
the
INSURANCE
Monda
y
December meeting to be held at DeMyer.
night.
ATKI
NS,
HOLMAN & FIELDS
the Cumberland
Presbyterian
Mrs. Don Hill and
daughter,
Church on December 1.
Mary Ann, Mary Ellen Mischke of
Fulto
n, Kentucky
Mrs. Fred Homra
presented
Paducah, Mrs. Paul Boyd
and
Tonny Nall. outstanding Senior of
daughter, Barbara Ann attended
Fulton High School, who spoke
the skating vanities in Memphis,
Joe Davis, a student at
Vander- Friday.
in Observance of American Edubilt University, Nashville,
spent
cation week using as his subject
Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Williams,
the weekend with his
"Education—World Event."
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
ASK YOUR
Glasgow
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Davis
on Ed- and Mrs. B. J. Willia
He stressed the fact that educams visaed
dings Street.
tion
has
held
new
a
world
relativ
cones in Carbondale, Ill., Mrs.
FULTON
Mr. and Mrs. P. K. King and
cept since 1918 and undergone a
B. J. Williams remained for sevMiss Helen King of
Bowlin
progra
g
m
of
continu
al
eral
growth
weeks
.
visit with her daughMERCHANT
With education the backbone and Green are on a two weeks trip to ter, Mrs. Guy Ballange
and Mrs.
Florida and Cuba.
lifeline
of
the
world
interna
tional
FOR THE
Miss Betsy Whitesell and guest,
peace largely depends upon inMiss Greta Filcher of Huntin
ternational education. '
gDETAILS
don, W. Va., both
students of
Mrs. Homra then
presented Ward
Belmon
t
in
Nashville were
Misses Gail Logan and
Winkie
Voegeli who played a piano duet. weekend guests of her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hunter
Whitesell.
During the social hour refresh Tobe
Perce
has
returned from
ments were served by the Junior
a visit with his aunt, Miss
Woman's Club.
Anna
Pcrce in Springfield, Ill.
Mrs.
S.
G.
Dyer
and
M R S. I.ATTA
little son
from coughs, stuffiness
of Kuttawa, Ky., were
-1 HOSTESS TO
Sunday
afterno
on
guests
with every breath!
of
Mrs.
BRIDGE LUNCHEON
E. D.
Keiser and family. Mrs. Dyer
by millions of
was
It's easy! Use
Mrs. Gilson Latta was gracious enroute to Hammond. La.
famous Vicks
moder
n mothers!
hostess to a lovely bridge lunchMr. and Mrs. Moore
VapoRub this
Joyner
Every single breath 'clic..
eon Thursday at her home in Wa- visited relatives in
special
wayDyersburg,
carries VapoRub's
in steam. It
ter Valley
complimenting the Tenn., Sunday.
combination of soothing medbrings relief
M. and Mrs. Charles Browde
-r
ications deep into cold-conin a hurry!
of Clarksville, Tenn., spent
gested large bronchial tubes
the
Put 2 good
weekend with his mother,
. brings special deep-action
spoonfuls of
Mrs. GET YOUR
Opal Browder and Mr. and
relief right where croupy
Va.poR
vapori
ub
in
a
zer
or
Mrs.
colds cause so much misery!
Ray Graham.
bowl of boiling water as directed in package. Then let
To keep up relief, rub Vicks
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Baird
—at—
of
your
breathe
child
the
medin
VapoR
ub on throat, chest and
Memphis and their guests, Dr.
icated vapors.
Ford'
back.
s
Liquo
It works for hours!
Store
r
and Mrs. John Wood were weekBarley
WORLD'S BEST-KNOWN HOME REMEDY TO ItEllIVE NUSERJES OF COLDS!
Rye
Wheat
Fescue
end guests of her mother, Mrs. 4th & Lance Near Underpass

FOR WOMEN

037

members of her Thursday bridge
club.
A delicious luncheon was
served the guests seated at card
tables.
Mrs. Maxwell
McDade was
high scorer for the afterno
on and
Mrs. Bill Browning second
high:
Members attending were:
Mesdames, McDade, Browning,
Frank
Beadles, Arch Huddleston,
Leslie
Weaks, Misses Mane
Bennett,
Mary Swann Bushart and
Grace
Hill.

FHA LOANS

GET YOUR SHARE
OF FULTON'S

FARM

GENEROSITY

Town Topics

Wond

do

TRADE IN FULTON: IT PAYS

when Baby catches a Croupy Cold

1

DffislICANRaiff ADM'

SEED
FOR FALL SOWING!

Ladino Clover
Winter Turf Oats
Red Top
Red Clover
Orchard Grass
Rye Grass
Turnip Seed
Viqo and other Wheat

WE ARE NOW
BUYING BEANS AND CORN

Genuine
Kentucky
Straight
Bourbon
4 Years Old

Bardenheier Wine

Built for tough senrice all wa s!

CHEVIIIILET TR

Let Us

with Chevrolet's *paid Rear

CLEAN YOUR SEED.

/#

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS

See us for your farm and
nome needs. Good stock%

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—

GENUINE
SOUR
MASH
91
Proof

SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens.
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for groiiing and finishing pigs.

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

$TITZEL-WELLER DISTILLERY
Loulty111., Ky.

Ft 6@

-"'4(404W
Chevrolet trucks are engineered to "take it," In every way.
Chevrolet's heavy-duty hypoid rear axles offer maximum
strength ... with single-unit housings formed into tubula
r
steel beams, and splined axle-to-hub connections that
deliver power more evenly. Gears last longer, too ... pinion
gear is ball-bearing supported at each end, with adjustable
thrust pad to prevent distortion on extra heavy pulls. Add
these advantages to powerful Valve-in-Head engines,
Synchro-Mesh transmissions, and channel-type frames.
Then you'll know why Chevrolet is the most popular truck
In America. Come see these great Chevrolet trucks today!

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
119 LAKE STREET

PHONE it

received his engineering degree First Baptist Church officiating
Deward Steele Is on the sick
FULTON ROUTE 3 from
Randall Laird spent
Cornell University.
with Rev. R. B. White of Paduweek.
this
list
Herschel
with Mrs.
Burial was in
assisting.
Mrs. C. E. Williams
two cah
he
wife
leaves
his
Besides
have
Clark
Roy
Mrs.
Mr. and
Grass.
Greenlee cemetery.
Pierce
Henry
Miss.
daughters,
honored
was
Stephens
Howard
belot
and
house
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Golden, purchased tip
Parker of
Frances
The child leaves his parents; a
his and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Davis and son, longing to Mr. and Mrs. Randall with a birthday dinner at
Henry sister, Ann,7; his grandparents,
grandson,
a
and
Charlotte
soon.
moving
be
will
present
home Sunday. Those
Felix, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bus- Laird and
of
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Locke
Pierce, Jr.
Nicked were: Mr. and Mrs. Bert Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
hart df Falton, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
and Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Fulton
at visited Tuesday night with
Mr.
Pirtle enjoyed a fish supper
Pritchard of Mayfield; and severand son of Beelerton, Mr. and
MRS. A. M. NUGENT
and Mrs. Jake Ingrum of ClinKentucky Lake Sunday night.
al uncles and aunts.
Mrs. Carnie Stephens and daughNugent,
M.
A.
Mrs.
Services for
Mrs. Harold Puckett and Mrs. ton.
ter of Oakton, E. M. Flood of
were the baby's
Pallbearers
Great Progress is being made Oakton, Mr. and Mrs. Omer Step- who died suddenly last Wednes- uncles, Henry and Richard Locke
J. C. McAlister shopped in Mayon the new home of Mr. and Mrs. hens and family, Mr. and Mrs. day in Oklahoma , City, Okla., of Fulton and Guy and
field Saturday afternoon.
Jess
were conducted Sunday afterMiss Bula Mae Cooley of Padu- Jonah Bennett on Highway 5. Carmen
Humphreys of Colum- noon at three o'clock at the First Pritchard of Mayfield.
Johnson bus.
her Mr. and Mrs. Warren
cah spent Wednesday with
Christian Church with Rev. C. E.
have also strated building near
mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stephens Hawkins in charge of the services 611111111311;t11111•00011111Ittr,').t137!!!itilltr,..:1141211111M
45.
Highway
homeon
their
a
of
Arlington Mr.
and daughter
The school children enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Copeland and Mrs. Truman Myers and fam- and burial in the Palestine Cemewell planned Halloween party at
tery under the direction of Whitat
football
game
the
attended
ily
night
of Fulgham, Mr. and Mrs. H. nel Funeral Home,
the school building Tuesday
Providence, Ky., Friday night.
and
E.
of
Jr.,
sons
Smith,
Cayce,
.Mr. and Mrs. Porter Pillow ensudden death
Mrs. Nugent's
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Rhodes
tertained members of the Inter- and family of Detroit visited his James Stephens, Ernest Stephens, came as a shock to her relatives
Sue Stephens, Kara Williams and
Methodist parents, Mr. and
mediate class of the
Mrs.
Will Mrs. Howard Stephens.
After- and many friends as she had reChurch with a well planned party Rhodes.
Fulton
The schedule of The
noon visitors were Mr. and Mrs. tained a close relationship with
at their home Thursday night.
the
them since her
Homemakers for
residence here. County
Miss Jo Ann Bishop of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett State College spent thlit weekend C. E. Williams and Mrs. Bettie Her life was one filled with self month of November follows: the
visited Sunday with her parents, with her parents, Rev. and Mrs. Williams.
follows the
serice for others, date of the month
'Miss Betty Ridgeway and Ray sacrifice and
.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins.
devotion to family name of the club.
W. B. Bishop.
Howard Lamb were married at painstaking
Congratulations to Miss Betty
Miss Susie Crass of Detroit is Corinth, Miss., Saturday after- and friends. She was active
in
Citizenship Training School ,2,
Ray Howard
Ridgeway and
civic affairs and held
visiting her brothers, Fain and
member- Homemakers Club
Room, 1:30
Lamb, who were married Satur- Herschel Crass and their families. noon. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan ship in
the
First
Christian Home
Training
Furnishing
drove there with them.
day in Mississippi.
Carl Yates visited J. S. Ladd Church. School, 3, First Methodist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson,
Mrs. Nugent was the daughter Hickman, 10:00; Brownsville, 8,
WEST STATE LINE awhile Sunday.
Mrs. W. B. Bishop attended the
Those visiting Walter Ridge- of the late D. M. and Allene Hill Mrs. Mary Graves, 10:00; Benfootball game in Murray SaturMrs. Edgar Grissom
way Sunday were: Mr. and Mrs. Nichols and was graduated from nett, 9, Mrs. Joe Bowers, 10:00;
day.
There was a good attendance at Arthur Brady, Mr. and Mrs. Ocie the Fulton High School here. She Western, 10„ Mrs. Claude JackRev. W. B. Bishop, Fain Crass the Mission
both at Sunday Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan was married to the late A. M. son, 10:30; Rush Creek, 14, Mrs.
and Dee Pickens spent the week School and preaching
services.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ray H. Lamb.
Nugent and
they
made their Lewis Atwill, 10:30; Hickman, 15,
in
with Rev. Bishop's mother
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
We are glad to hear our neigh- home here for many years
Club Room, 10:30; Montgomery,
Middleton, Tenn., and put a new and childreri
attended the sur- bor, Jack Foster, is much better
She is survived by a daughter, 16. Mrs. Paul
Hornsby, 10:30;
roof on her house.
prise
birthday
her
dinner of
and is at his home again.
Mrs. Jason Moore and a grand- Sylvan Shade, 16, Mrs. I. Q. TayMr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett mother in
Fulton Sunday.
Mrs. Virginia Koontz and Mrs. son, Jason Moore,- a sister, Mrs. lor, 10:30; Palestine, 17, Palesdaughter, Melanie, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Syle Hicks and Betty Stinnett and daughter are Ernest Napier, Gulfport, Miss., tine Community
House, 10:30;
were
J. C. McAlister
Sunday children
spent Sunday in Hick- visiting relatives here.
and a brother, Charlie Nichols of Victory, 21, Mrs. E: E.
Mount,
night supper guests of their par- man.
Elmer Cannon has
returned Newark, N. J., three nieces and 10:30; Fulton, 22, School Buildents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom home after visiting relatives in two nephews.
ing, 10:00; Cayce, 24, Mrs. A. G.
Mrs. Randall Laird and Mrs. were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Detroit a few days.
Pallbearers were: Mason David- Campbell, 10:30; Crutchfield, 28,
were in
Union
Leon Charlton
James Stephens and children of
son, David Nugent, Warren Gra- Mrs. Cletus -Binford, 10:30;
City Wednesday afternoon.
the Enon community Sunday afham, Don Henry, Arch Huddles- Agent's Conference, 7-10.
Mrs. James Pewitt is now emter church.
ton, Jr., and Lawson Roper,
ployed at the M and E Cafe.
Roberson,
Kenneth
Moore
HOUSEHOLD HINTS
small son of Mr. and Mrs.
GEORGE WESLEY PRITCHARD
To protect an oven from rust,
Roberson has whooping cough.
George Wesley be sure to leave the oven door
Services for
Little Steve Edwin Hicks of
Pritchard, Jr., 16-months old son open for a few seconds when first
S. W. BOOTH. JR.
Fulton spent the weekend with
Fneral services for S. W. Booth, of Mr. and Mrs. George Pritchard --turning on heat. Moisture collects
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs
moisture
Jr., of Charlotte, N. C., who died of Lone Oak, who died Tuesday if door is closed and
Vance Hicks and Edna Virginia.
Monday at the Fulton Hospital, morning at 2:3 at his parents' , causes rust.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
were held at Petersburg. Va., at home, were conducted Wednesand family, Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
day afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
Without knowing the force of
11 o'clock Thursday morning.
Sutton and son, Danny, spent
Mr. Booth and., his wife have Whitnel Funeral Home with Rev. I words, it is impossible to know
Mr.
and Mrs.
Sunday with
been in Fulton visiting her sister, Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor of the I men.—Confucius.
Bruce Mathis of Hickman.
Mrs. Herbert Carr, for the past
Several from this community
four weeks.
attended the speaking in Fulton
Mr. Booth had been employed
Monday afternoon.of Vice-Presias district manager of the Southdent Barkley.
eastern District of Air Reduction
Sales Corporation of New York
for the past 25 years. with headhlissi csippi Plantation Life:
qiiarte:s in Charlotte. His wife
The Writings Of
Skeen
Fanneil
is the former
Mattie Dear
They were married in Fulton in
You
1920. She made her home here
I thank the Lord Jesus that I'm I in Fulton with her sister, Mrs.
yet alive. Health is very good. I Carr, prior to her marriage. World
He was a veteran of
suppose the editor been saying,
"Why is it that Mattis ain't sent War I, hav:ng served as a lieutenher article in?" So I can tell you ant in the Engineer's Corps. He
sometime.
husbands Monday and the other
1 wans't feeling well and two of
Quick-dring, lustrous, tnaron Tuesday. So I am not feeling
my friend warned husbands died
resistant finish for furniture and
as well this morning but I am up.
and we were on the same place
woodwork — easy to
thank the Lord it is well
I
But
and when something happened to
keep clean and bright.
with me as it is.
yours of course it
a friend of
picking
through
Now I am
hurts you to. Buried one of their
through ginning and had nothing
to spend but I am living, thank
•
God. I would like very much to
Do you suffer distress from
know how is Mrs. Johanna. Hope
Paints — Glass — Wall Papers
she are feeling alright. I think
.8),)
210 CHURCH STREET
through
that I will be coming
Fulton after while going to Chicago to see my sister.
But let me tell you one thing.
People are sure dieing. Prepared
must die
you
or unprepared
which makes you
NERVOUS
Man that is born of woman must
days 'before'?
die. Do you remember God told
Dofemale funcAbraham that Sodom Gomarrah
tional monthly
two great cities in the valley were
ailments make •
so wicked that they would soon
NO OTHER STOVE
you suffer pain,feel so strangely
restless, weak—at such times,
be destroyed. Abraham pleaded
or just before your period?
for them to be spared for he did
Then start taking Lydia E.
LIKE IT!
not want Lot and family, who
Pinkham's Vegetable ComSodom to be denow lived in
pound about ten days before
to relieve such symptoms.
stroyed.
Pinkham's Compound works
God
He did not know that
" Semi-automatic magazine
through the sympathetic nerfor only
would take care of Lot. So we
vous system. Regular use of
teed-holds 100 lbs. of coal.
Lydia Pinkham's Compound
the
Abraham ask
must be as
helps build up resistance against
Lord to take care of this wicked
* Heats all day and night
this annoying distress.
a
world, but yet we must be
Truly the woman's friend!
without refueling.
good
prefer
of
may
be
So
follower of Him.
Note: Or you
Lydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS
cheer God is in the plan. So here
iron.
with added
is a verse of the Bible:
Model RM-35 with Cook.
* Burns any kind of coal,
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
Lying lips are abomination to
Master Oven Clock ConBut they that deal
• VEGETABLE COMPOUND
the Lord,
coke, briquets.
trol, Lamp and Utensil
truly are his delight. Prov. 12:22.

I ter, Mrs.
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Neu:s and Personals from - - -

Water Valley
Odell Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed Gossum
and family of Coldwater, Mich.,
are visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gossum.
Finis Lee Cathey spent Tuesday night with John Bishop.
Mrs. Hettie Mullins is spending
the week with Mrs. Becky Hopkins.
Charlton
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
and family visited Sunday with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Charlton and daughter of Wingo.
Methodist
The WSCS of the
Church enjoyed a mission study
at the church Monday afternoon.
is
Hester Pirtle of Detroit
visiting his brother and dad, Mr.
John
and Mrs. Carl Pirtle and
Pirtle.
Mrs. Minnie Matheral and Mrs.
011ie Mobley of Mayfield spent
Tuesday with Miss Earnie Wade.
spent
Puckett
Miss Odell

Tuesday night with Miss June
Bishop.
Mrs. Clara Casey left Tuesday
her
for an extended visit with
sister, Mrs. Vada West of Medina,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Boaz and
Sunday
daughter, Gail visited
with Mr. and Mrs. Elwick Blaik
and family of Wickliffe.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum
spent Sunday with their daughter, "Mr. and Mrs. James Copeland and family of Wingo.
We extend our sympathy to Mr.
Thomas in the
and Mrs. Jess
death of their niece and nephew,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hastings,
who were killed last Wednesday
morning.
Mrs.. Harold Puckett and Miss
Odell Puckett,shopped in Fulton
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Leon Charlton and daugh-

()use
For Fine Liquors
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
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can't buy ,
a better
household
enamel

**Thrifilf•3Crellectric range with

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

;trio FEMALE
WEAKNESS

WARM MORNING

$17875

$209.75

USW 'lb
It's completely new and different! It's
Frigidaire's compact,'Thrifty-30 Electric Range—at a sensational low price.
A big range in everything that counts—
extra oven space,striking beauty, quality construction. It's sized for smaller kitchens, has plenty of capacity for large
families. See it — today I

New Thrifty
Giant Oven

T.V.A. 33%

— biggest in any household range! Cooks more
food with no more current ... oven stretches
clear across, provides
more space up front.
One-piece oven...porcelain finish. Sliding
shelves adjust to 5
positions, have
automatic
stops.

AMi,.ONIUM
NITRATE
$nal43 TON

• New Radiantube 5-Speed Cooking
Units, faster than ever!

• New High-Speed waist-high Broiler

• Porcelain inside and out

• New easy-to-reach, easy-to-read
switches

• New 30-inch steel cabinet

%No

ior construction.

LOOK INSIDE—
See the Difference!
In the WARM MORNING
exceptional heating efficiency is obtained as the re-,
suit of an exclusive interior
desi;%. Specially designed
firebrick corner flues assure
combustion of volatile gases
given off by bituminous
coal, and allow a uniform
"coking" process to . take
place in fuel magazine-thus
saving fuel and greatly reducing smoke. These firebrick flues also aid combustion of anthracite.

(Suggested Gov'mt. Price)

• New styling by Raymond Loewy

Come In! Ask About All The New Frigidaire Electric Ranges!

Graham Furniture Co.
Walnut Street

• Exclusive patented inter-

Fulton, Kentucky

Prices Start at —

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

$3750

REED BROS. FEEDS Eft SEEDS
Custom Grinding and Mixing
Custom Seed Cleaning
PHONE 620
409 COLLEGE ST.
YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SION

McDade Furniture Co.
319 - 23 Walnut

Fullon

nice
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one night last week.
PIERCE STATION
Mrs. T. C. House was the guest
(Too late for last week)
of Mrs. Boaz House and
Mrs.
Mrs. Roy Lawson and children, Gardner Thursday.
Leroy, Betty and Helen of SturMr. and Mrs. T. E Stewart visitgis, Ky., spent the weekend with
ed Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
McNatt
Mrs. Lawson's parents, Mr. and
Tuesday of last week.
Mrs. Riley Smith.
Joyce Taylor was the Sunday
Mrs. Jack Lowe and Jane spent afternoon guest of Jane
and Sue
the weekend with
Mrs.
Carl Owen.
Copeland near Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. GayIon Weems
Mrs. Ernest Lowe is at home af- have moved to Pilot Oak.
Miss Lila Mae Casey was the
ter a three weeks stay in
the
Fulton
Hospital and is
doing Wednesday guest of Mrs. Minnie
Stewart.
nicely.
Mr, and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
Matthews has
Ben J.
been
quite ill this past week but
is Joyce Visited Mr. and Mrs. James
Ellegood and Tremon Dale
of
some better now.
near Arlington Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Earl
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
Long, Dewitt Matthews and Ray
were the Sunday afternoon guests
Griffin attended the
Woodland
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Garrigus
Mills and South Fulton basketball
and Mrs. Addle Walston.
game in Woodland Mills Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Turney and
night.
daughter of
Idaho
were the
Mr. and Mrs. Josh Robertson
Thursday night supper guests of
and family of Boonsville. Ark., her
brother, J. P. Owen and famguests of Mr. and
were dinner
ily.
Mrs. Riley Smith Saturday. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
Robertson is the daughter
of girls
were the
Sunday dinner
Raymond Smith and a niece of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Riley Smith.
Cathey of Water Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Turner
Mrs. Evaline Yates attended the
and children of Trenton
were
funeral of
Lloyd
Campbell
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Thursday
at
Walnut
Grove
Arthur Birmingham.
Church.
Jim Lowe and son and Misses
Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
Williams
Katherine and LeElla
Lowe of
and Mike were the Sunday guests
Fulton were
Sunday afternoon
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittenguests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
don and Susan Lynn.
Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Taylor
Mrs. Mary Lou Lucy and baby
called on
Mr. and
Mrs. T. J.
of Cooter. Mo., arrived Tuesday
Moore Monday
night. Other
to stay a week with her sister,
visitors were: Mr. and Mrs. Orbie
Mrs. Richard Birmingham.
Busart.

DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Joyce Taylor
(Too late for last week)
The farmers are glad to see this
nice weather and are very, busy
gathering corn and sowing winter pasture.
Mrs. Cassie Taylor visited Mrs.
Addie Casey and Margaret WedJames
nesday afternoon. Mrs.
Lynch was also a vistor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy of Obion
were the Sunday guests of
his
mother, Mrs. J. J. McNatt and
Mrs. McNatt.
Mr. ano Mrs. Roy
Emerson
were the guests of
their
son,
Robert, wife and baby of Wingo
Saturday night.
Mrs. Nolen Sanders visited in
the home of Mrs. Addie Casey
•j

Church has had in eight years.
Representatives from numerous
churches throughout West Tenn.,
and Kentucky were present.
Brother
Charles
Atneph of
Freed-Hardman College, Henderson, Tenn., will deliver
the
Sunday morning
and evening
messages at the Church of Christ
on Sunday, November 5th,
at
11:00 A. M. and 7:30 P. M. The
public is invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Irby McCord and
children of Union City spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs: H. E. McCord.
Mrs. Paul
Kendall of Fulton
spent Sunday with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gambill and son, Michael, were the
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Wyatt Hall and family.
Several from here attended the
Woodland
Mills - South Fulton
basketball game at Woodland
Mills Friday night.
The condition of Mrs. Arthur H.

Kaeppel, Jr. (nee Dorita Caldwell) of Wheaton, Illinois is reported to be improved.
Mrs.
Kaeppel recently
suffered first
degree burns on her face, nck,
arms and hands and is hospitalized in a Wheaton hospital. She is
the daughter, of Mrs. L. T. Caldwell.
The new
dwelling of Mr. and
Mrs. Thad Parrish has recently
been completed
and they.rwill
soon move to their new home.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

TELEPHONE

7

The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

McCONNELL
(Too late for last week)
Brother F. 0. Howell of Memphis, Tenn., delivered the Sunday
morning and
Sunday evening
messages at the Church of Christ
this past Sunday to the largest
congregation
McConnell
the
- VI* coo apply you wit*

METAL

• Custom made to your size.
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
installation; win d,o Wi
doors, porches, etc.

For Prompt Service Phone 502
BENNETT ELECTRIC

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton,Ky.

ofehanrions..
Cho
ice
toe
io
lobei
ttpl
11035F
217 Main

CHRISTMAS IS
Only 7 Week Away
Now Is The Time To

LAY - AWAY
Your choice for Gifts. A small down payment will hold any
item in our
store. Pay a little each week. It's the Easy Way To Gift--Giving.

SELECT NOW! LOOK OVER THESE GIFT IDEAS!
Radios
Toasters
Phonographs
Table Lamps
Record Albums
Dish Sets

Phone 201

49 out of 86

AND MANY OTHER FINE GIFT IDEAS. SHOP WITH US TODAY!

( dir

STOVES,
HEATERS
Allow,Bargain Prices!
- SEE OUR DISPLAYS -

COAL HEATERS, $9.95 to $39.95
ELECTRIC HEATERS $8.50 and Up

STOVE ACCESSORIES
- We Have 'em! -

champion truck drivers choose Dodge!
Champion drivers know champion trucks!
The nation's state champions ... with proved
reputations for safety records and driving skill
. . . competed recently in New York at the
National Truck Roadeo. Given the privilege of
driving any make truck, these champions selected
Dodge for national competition by more than 2
so I over all other makes combined!
In the events in which Dodge trucks participated. 6 out of 9 national winners drove Dodge
'Job-Rased" trucks.
The champions selected Dodge for these tough
tests because of "its extra visibility, its great
maneuverability, good braking, and ease of handling." So, take a tip from the men who know:
drawl• Dodge "Job-Rated" Truck!

FIRST TROPHY in the Straight Truck CUM W1111 WOE t
Richard Wold, Glendenning Motorways, Inc., St. Pa
Wold, Minnesota State Champion, drove a Dodge GA.
/
2-ton "Job-Rated" Truck.
152 11
FIRST TROPHY in the Tractor, Tandem-Axle Semi-Trailer
Class was won by 0. E. Chapman, Pacific Intermountain 110
Express, Oakland, Calif. Chapman, Colorado State Champion, drove a Dodge YA-142 4-ton "Job-Rated" Truck.
SECOND TROPHY in the Tractor, Tandem-Axle Semi-Trailer Clam
was won by Robert Rudesill, Glendenning Motorways, Inc., Sig.
Paul. Pudesill, Minnesota State Champion,drove a Dodipi YA-142
4-ton "Job-Rated" Truck.

THIRD TROPHY in the Straight Truck Class was won by R. D.
1117allace, Johnson Motor Lines, Inc., Charlotte. Wallace, who is
North Carolina State Chatdpion, drove a Dodge GA-152 11
/
2-ton
'Job-Rated" Truck.

THIRD TROPHY in the Tractor, Tandem-Axle Semi-Trailer Clam
was won by Harry W. Pollock, Johnson Motor Lines, Inc., Baltimore. Pollock, the Maryland State Champion, drools • L)ods•
'Truck.
TA.-142 4-sou "Jo

IIIIRD TROPHY in the Tractor, Single-Axle Semi-Trailer Class
was won by Frank Kirkpatrick, Columbia River Truck Co.,
Portland. Kirkpatrick, the Oregon State Champion, drove a
Dodge JA-128 2/
1
2-ton "Job-Rated" Truck

Frt. citeuppioNeklafivrotsi44fee—du

0.

NIG ORM

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY

11

209-11 East Fourth Street

PIPES
POKERS

DAMPERS

SCUTTLES
SHOVELS
DRAFT REGULATORS
ELBOWS REDUCERS VENTILATORS etc.

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1, Harbor Lights
2, Good Night P.c.,3. All My Love
4, Mona Lisa
5. Nevertheless
6. Play a Simple Melody
7. Can anyone explain
8. Thinking of You
9. La Vie kn Rose
10. Bonaparte's Retreat.

3!

[N(.
tie-re—
rior
;ned
sure
ases
nous
'orm
take
thus
refirebus-

Electric Clocks
Hotplates
Pressure Cookers
Percolators
Boudoir Lamps
Desk Lamps
Bed Lamps
Electric Irons
Heating Pads
Glass Coffee Makers
Silverware
Fluorescent Lamps
Dormyer and Sunbeam Electric Mixers

AWNINGS

• ANY COLOR desired.

Washer.Itefrivrefer. Power Tools

GET TICKETS HERE FOR FULTON'S POT-0-GOLD"!

LAST CHANCE!
Just a few gallons
left!

KEM-TONE

24 - HOW SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!

Specially priced at only

$2.00 Per
Gallon

Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
sic.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.:
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New location .... 217 East Fourth Street I

Phone 622

111111M1
"vmn,

Riviera. We left
maybe a few before). There wasi French language and culture; by France and the
Rhine river, for Nice in a large bus, which
an irorric finishing touch of the simply crossing the
ourselves in Germany in took a scenic route through Fonmean-looking ! found
two
modern in
Lyon,
the midst of a totally different tainebleau, Avallon and
German panzer tanks, serving as I one. The change was so complete where we spent the night. We
Closeout!
Special!
the and sudden it was startling. We continued the next day through
markers on each side of
"Oven-King" Ovenware
I , of course had to go through cus- the Alps via Grenoble, Sisteron
heavy iron entrance gates.
finished my first days toms and take on a German train and Puget-Themiers, arriving at
finally
BUY.-SELL—LIRE—RENT
afternoon. We
15c
Pieplate,s, reg. 20c
travel with a visit to the Grand crew. Eventually we got under Nice late in the
fortunate to get a nice
our first look at were
where art way and had
cover, reg. 49c 35`c
building
and
huge
a
Palais,
Casserole
classified
economical
with an
beach, and our
22c
casserole, reg. 29c
exhibitions, both sculpture and Germany. The countryside chang- room near the
ad in this column, read each Small
with
ed little from what we had seen host spoke a little English which
paintings, are held.
week throughout the Fulton Oblong leftover dish
30c
contrast we naturally made a hit with us. He
cover, reg. 49c
The next few days, we spent in France, but what a
trade area. No other method
all the little towns! Al- introdueed us to his family and
Small round leftover dish
not so much in sightseeing, as in found in
reaches so many for so little.
6c
exception, part of even a restaurant owner friend
with cover, reg 10c
enjoying the sidewalk cafes, the most without
First Insertion 3c per weed
in
of his Abo simply took us
3c
destroyed.
Drinking glasses, reg. Sc
student pranks, the good French each was
(minimum, 50e)
charge and ,fed us royally, all for
food, and just absorbing a little • If the houses weren't demolish- a very'reasonable amount. We
Each Succeeding Insertion 1Yee
WESTERN AUTO
of the French tempo of living. It ed, there were at least plenty of spent a wonderful week in Nice,
per word.
holes in the
.Associate Store
was a revelation to me that peo- bullet and shell
on blue
brilliantly
give evidence of the re- swimmingln the lying
Fulton
to
walls
hurry
a
in
be
to
nevermmercial
seem
ple
you
Co
204
help
to
glad
be
will
We
Mediterranean,
to do anything. They just take cent war. To make the picture beach and sightseeing.
prepare your ad at our office;
even more dismal, it had begun
their time and enjoy life.
or mail it in with the money.
bicycles
One day, we rented
• • •
to rain shortly after we entered
All classified ads are cash in FOR SALE: Upright piano. Good
and
and rode over to Monaco
condition. Mrs. John E. Bard,
It was interesting to compare Germany, and this together with Monte Carlo to see the famed
advance.
Phone 1124, Fulton.
the marked difference in people's the gaunt, unhappy faces of most Casino. We didn't break the bank,
and their of the Germans we saw, made a
facial expressions
nearly break our
closeout
but we did
GOOD _SELECTION
those of the peo- depressing picture.
with
movements
Exourb,,,ks toiling up and down the
'wallpaper; half-price.
cities.
large eastern
We arrived in Karlsruhe,
our
in
pie
• For Siile
hills on the way over!
change Furniture Co. 207
dusk, and
The contrast was most noticeable, destination, about
Church Street; phone 35.
It was at this point that I beMAYTAG WASHERS, standard
the French appearing to be hap- alighted in the huge station of
afflicted with a terrible
and automatic models, $124.95 FOR SALE: 1935 Oldsmobile
py and contented as opposed to what looked like an abandoned came
malady known
and up.. Sales and service. Coupe; used to run and might
the strained, harried appearance city. There was only a handful of though common
due to
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
of our bustling, hurrying big city people milling about, and I could as . dollar-shortage,
yet. Has been sitting out in the
Fulton, Ky.
dwellers. We might well take a readily
understand why there Prices being higher than we had
untouched.
yard all summer
anticipated, so I found it neceslesson from these people in the were so few,
All glass is in, has good battery,
to return home. I came back
FOR SALE: Golden delicious
-anymore art of livnot-so-simple
okay,
upholstery
horn,
lights,
sary
I
in
cracks
grew
Grass
between
apples. $2.00 per bushel. 1-4
to' the good old U. S. A. greatly
ing.
one
i
and
up
wintires
3
brakes;
the
good
the
platforms,
cement
mile south Mt. Moriah Church.
enthusiastic, a little • wiser per• • •• •
to hold air.
dows and overhead canopy were raps, and considerably
Blue Wing Orchard. B. 0. flat that ought
poorer
Bill and I took one afternoon to shattered and
persithe
rake
can
Somebody
bullet
glassless,
Finch, proprietor.
go out to see the Chateau de Ver- holes covered the walls, and pud- but the experience I had and the
mons off of it, give it a shove
sailles. This imposing structure dles of water stood everywhere. i things I did and saw mean far
and get it home under its own
SALE: Magic Chef gas
FOR
was built by Louis XIV "a totues Worst of all, however, a large more to me than the amount of
470 or
Call
Cash.
$40.
for
power
range, uses either natural or
les gloires de la France," and I'm percentage of the men were am- money I spent.
1255.
bottled gas. Good condition.
My fellow errant traveler, Bill,
convinced he accomplished his putees: Unfortunately, or perhaps
Bargain at $20.00. Western SEE US FOR
your new Suioer
so fortunately, our stay in Germany is still in Europe, going on to see
purpose. Never have I seen
Auto Associate Store, 204 Com- Kern-Tone. All colors in stock.
much richness and splendor em- was short-lived. We had arrived bigger and better things. So, for
mercial.
207
Exchange Furniture Co.
bodied in one piece of architec- on a Sunday and couldn't change a continuation and final chapter
Church Street; phone 35.
ture. The rooms are carpeted our money for
German marks. of the "Grand Tour," complete
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOwith thick, beautifully woven the banks being closed and the with glowing tales of Rome, VenLatest
RECORDS:
GRAPH
DO YOU HAVE MONEY TO
rugs, the walls hung with great black market not functioning ice, Austria and Switzerland, he
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